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1.

APPLICATION DETAILS

Application
Type:
Applicant:

A review of premises licence made under section 51 of the Licensing Act 2003.

Premises
Name and
Address:

AMK Food & Wine
35B Queensway
London
W2 4QJ

Ward Name:

Lancaster Gate

Description of
Premises:
Preliminary
Notes:

Metropolitan Police Service

Date
Application
Received:

16 March 2022

Cumulative
Queensway and
Impact
Bayswater Special
Area/Special Consideration Zone
Considerati
on Zone:
The premises currently operate as an off licence and has held a licence since 2005.
The licence is held by Amk Innovation Limited.
During the consultation period, the applicant submitted a minor variation application
to add four model conditions to the premises licence as requested by the
Metropolitan Police Service on 15 April 2021. An updated licence can be found at
Appendix 4 (Conditions 8-12).

2. SUMMARY OF APPLICATION
2.1

An application was submitted by the Metropolitan Police Service for a review of the premises
licence for the premises known as AMK Food & Wine, 35B Queensway, London, W2 4QJ. The
application was received on 16th March 2022 on the grounds of the Prevention of Crime and
Disorder and the Protection of children from harm. Please see Appendix 1.

2.2

Revised Home Office Guidance (April 2018 issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003
(para 11.2) states that at any stage following the grant of a premises licence, a responsible
authority, such as the Police or the Environmental Health Service, or any other person who can
seek a review, may ask the Licensing Authority to review the premises licence because of a
matter arising at the premises in connection with any of the four licensing objectives.

2.3

As such, in accordance with section 52(2) of the above-mentioned Act, the Licensing Authority
must hold a hearing to consider the application and any relevant representations.

2.4

The premises currently benefits from a premises licence that permits:
Playing of Recorded Music: Unrestricted
Private Entertainment consisting of dancing, music or other entertainment of a like kind
for consideration and with a view to profit: Unrestricted
Sale by Retail of Alcohol:
Monday to Saturday: 08:00 to 23:00
Sunday: 10:00 to 22:30
Sale by Retail of Alcohol (Off Sales):
Alcohol shall not be sold or supplied except during permitted hours.
In this condition, permitted hours means:

(a) On weekdays, other than Christmas Day, 08:00 to 23:00
(b) On Sundays, other than Christmas Day, 10:00 to 22:30
(c) On Christmas Day, 12:00 to 15:00 and 19:00 to 22:30
(d) On Good Friday, 08:00 to 22:30
NOTE - The above restrictions do not prohibit:
(a) during the first twenty minutes after the above hours, the taking of the alcohol from the
premises unless the alcohol is supplied or taken in an open vessel;
(b) ordering of alcohol to be consumed off the premises, or the despatch by the vendor of the
alcohol so ordered;
(c) sale of alcohol to a trader or club for the purposes of the trade or club;
(d) the sale or supply of alcohol to any canteen or mess, being a canteen in which the sale or
supply of alcohol is carried out under the authority of the Secretary of State or an authorised
mess of members of Her Majesty's naval, military or air forces.
A copy of the existing Premises Licence (22/03073/LIPVM) is attached at Appendix 4.
2.5

On submission of this application, the applicant provided an in-depth description of the issues
relating to the premises which stated the following:
Westminster Police Licensing were first made aware of the alleged sale of alcohol to children
in February 2021. Information was passed to the local Lancaster Gate SNT and a criminal
intelligence report was created and passed to Police Licensing. Over time, similar reports
came in via their criminal intelligence database and Police Licensing set up test purchasing
operations using the Police Cadets to buy alcohol from the venue.
Westminster City Council were passed all these reports, and Trading Standards along with
City Inspectors, also conducted their own test purchasing operations.
The licensee has passed every single test purchasing operation that the authorities have
conducted. It is therefore believed that the licensee knows and trusts who he is selling alcohol
to.
Several other anonymous reports came in via their criminal intelligence database, that the
licensee was still selling alcohol to children. Parents of the children that bought alcohol, were
engaged with and asked to assist Police by giving statements. Many of the parents would not
provide statements and would not engage with Police any further. This was because they were
worried about any reprisals.
In December 2021, Police received another report that a child had bought alcohol from the
venue. The parent was contacted and they provided a statement to Police Licensing.
On the 26th February 2022, a CAD (3604/26FEB22) report came in that two other children had
bought alcohol from the premises on the 25th February 2022. Police Licensing engaged with
the parent to see whether a statement could be given.
On Wednesday 2nd March 2022, Police Licensing and Westminster City Council Inspectors
attended the premises to check CCTV cameras and conduct a full licensing inspection.
Officers asked to see recordings between the hours of 17:00 and 17:30 on the 25th February
2022, which was when the children bought the alcohol. This was a bottle of vodka.
There was no CCTV recordings, as the licensee, stated that they automatically delete after 3
days. This was checked by officers and confirmed. There was no DVR and the CCTV system
was a basic one, which worked off the internet. There was also no CCTV condition on the
premises licence and work has been on-going with WCC and Police over the last year to get
the premises licence updated.

The premises licence holder has failed to promote the licensing objectives. He has a duty of
care to his customers and he has demonstrated on numerous occasions that he does not care
for the safety of children. He is all too willing to sell alcohol to children in order to make profit.
He goes out of his way to cover his tracks. He has not worked with the authorities to conduct
the simpliest of tasks to update his premises licence with conditions. Westminster Police
Licensing have no faith in the licence holder and do not regard him as a responsible operator.
2.6

Witness statements, bank statements and incident reports were submitted in addition to the
review application and can be found at Appendix 2.

2.7

Submissions have been received from the premises licence holder in response to the review
application and the interested parties representations and can be found at Appendix 3.

3.

REPRESENTATIONS:

3.1

The application has received a representation in support of the review from the Environmental
Health Service on 13 April 2022 on the grounds of Protection of Children from Harm,
Prevention of Public Nuisance, and Public Safety and can be found at Appendix 5 and 5.1.

3.2

The application has received a representation in support of the review from the Licensing
Authority on 11 April 2022 on the grounds of the protection of children and can be found at
Appendix 6.

3.3

The application has also received representations in support of the review from 6 interested
parties and can be found at Appendix 7.

4.

OPTIONS:

4.1.

The licensing Sub-Committee will have a range of powers to exercise on determining a review
where it considerers them appropriate for promotion of the licensing objectives.

4.2

The Authority must, having regard to the application and the representations, take such steps
(if any), as it considers appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives. The steps to
be taken by the Licensing Sub-Committee using their powers in determining the matter are:
(a) to modify the conditions of the licence;
(b) to exclude a licensable activity from the scope of the licence;
(c) to remove the designated premises supervisor;
(d) to suspend the licence for a period not exceeding three months;
(e) to revoke the licence;
and for this purpose the conditions of the licence are modified if any of them is altered or
omitted or any new condition added.

4.3

In accordance with section 52(6) of the 2003 Act, if the authority takes measures to modify
conditions or exclude licensable activities from the licence, it may stipulate that the
modification or exclusion is to have effect for only such period (not exceeding three months)
as it may specify.

4.4

The licensing authority’s determination of this application does not have effect until the 21-day
appeal period has expired or if the decision is appealed the date the appeal is determined
and/or disposed of.

4.5

The applicant is seeking revocation of the licence due to the weight of evidence that has been
submitted and that the premises fails to promote the licensing objectives:
1) The prevention of crime and disorder
2) The protection of children from harm

5.

LICENSING ACT 2003 APPLICATIONS AND APPEAL HISTORY

5.1

Any applications under the Licensing Act 2003 are set out in Appendix 8.

5.2

The chronology relating to appeals and applications is set out in Appendix 8.

6.

Equality Implications
The Council in its capacity as Licensing Authority has a duty to have regard to its public sector
equality duty under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010. In summary, section 149 provides
that a Public Authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need to:
(a) eliminate discrimination harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is
prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristics and persons who do not share it.
Section 149 (7) of the Equality Act 2010 defines the relevant protected characteristics as age,
disability, gender reassignment, Marriages and Civil Partnerships, pregnancy and maternity,
race, religion or belief, sex, and sexual orientation.

List of Appendices:

Appendix 1 – Application for Review
Appendix 2 – Applicant’s supporting documents
Appendix 3 – Premises licence holder’s supporting documents
Appendix 4 – Current Premises Licence (22/03073/LIPVM)
Appendix 5 – Environmental Health Service representation
Appendix 5.1 – Environmental Health’s supporting documents
Appendix 6– The Licensing Authority’s representation
Appendix 7 – Interested Parties representations
Appendix 8 – Licence and Appeal History
Appendix 9 – Residential Map and list of premises in the vicinity

Background Documents – Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1972
•
•
•

Licensing Act 2003
City of Westminster Statement of Licensing Policy (01 October 2021)
Amended Guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 (April 2018)

Application for a review of a premises licence
Please see next page

Appendix 1

Applicant’s supporting documents
Please see next page

Appendix 2
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STATEMENT OF WITNESS
(Criminal Procedure Rules, r. 16.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s. 9)
URN
Statement of: Constable Tom Stewart
Age if under 18: Over 18
Occupation: Police officer
This statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in
evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it, anything which I know to be false, or do
not believe to be true.
Signature:
Date: 10 Mar 2022
I am PC Tom Stewart 4230AW and I am attached to the Central West Licensing team, covering Westminster
borough. I have been a police officer for 13 years and a Licensing officer 4 ½ years.
On Wednesday 2nd of March 2022 at approximately 15:50 hours, I was on duty in plain clothes, accompanied
by Pc Bryan Lewis and Westminster City Council (WCC) City Inspectors Floyd Harris and Sam Bucpapaj. We
had arranged to conduct a licensing visit at AMK Food and Wine, 35b Queensway.
Police Licensing had received numerous reports that the Licence Holder and DPS (Designated Premises
Supervisor) had been selling alcohol to children. The most recent allegation was that he had sold a bottle of
vodka to two girls aged 13 and 14 years old who were in school uniform. This had allegedly happened on
Friday 25th February between 17:00-17:30.
The Licensee, Mr Mustafa Alkifray had previous denied all of the allegations of underage sales and following
engagement with the police licensing team, agreed to submit a minor variation to add several conditions to his
licence, including a condition requiring CCTV that recorded for a minimum of 31 days. Westminster City Council
had informed us that the variation had been applied for, but payment had not been made, thus making the
application invalid until the payment had been received. Since the application had been submitted by Mr
Alkifray, it would be a fair assumption to make that the CCTV would be compliant with the conditions he had
included on the application.
The intention of the visit was to establish if the CCTV was compliant and whether the alleged sale of alcohol
was captured on CCTV. If the incident hadn’t taken place, then this could also be corroborated by the CCTV.
We entered the premises, which is a very small and narrow shop, with the counter and till area located at the
far end. There were only two people on the premises when we entered. A male stood behind the counter, who I
now know to be Mr Mustafa Alkifray and a young male, possibly around 13 or 14 years old. When the customer
saw us enter, he appeared quite nervous. He quickly picked up something from the sweets section, paid for the
item and then left the premises. At this point I approached Mr Alkifray and introduced myself and the other
officers. I produced my warrant card and showed it to Mr Alkifray.
I asked him if he had the summary part of his premises licence (Part B) to hand, as I could not see it displayed.
He appeared confused by the question but indicated that he did not have it. I then asked Mr Alkiray if he had
the original copy of his premises licence available for inspection. Again, he stated that he did not have it, but
could access one on his computer. I explained to Mr Alkifray that it was a legal requirement to display the
Summary (Part B) licence and to have the full premises licence on the premises. I asked Mr Alkifray if he had
his personal licence on him, which he did. He handed this over and I inspected it. It appeared to be in order.
The licence had been issued by the London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham.
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Signature Witnessed by:
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Continuation of Statement of: Constable Tom Stewart

I asked Mr Alkifray about the minor variation that he had submitted, informing him that payment had not been
received and that if the payment was not made by the 4th of March, then WCC would invalidate the application.
Mr Alkifray insisted that he had paid for the application to two separate occasions but could not provide a
receipt or email confirmation of the payment. I asked him if he was aware of the conditions that he had
requested to be added to the premises licence, and he responded by saying that he was just doing what the
police had told him to do. He didn’t appear to have any interest, professional or otherwise in the conditions that
were requested by police or the reasons for why we had asked for them. It had been explained to Mr Alkifray on
numerous occasions of our concerns in regard to the allegations of underage sales, and that the
implementation of CCTV, Challenge 25 and an incident log would assist him in promoting the licensing
objectives. Mr Alkifray’s complete lack of comprehension was very concerning. He literally seemed to shrug off
the idea that there was an issue.
I could see that there were at least two CCTV cameras within the premises. One positioned above the till area,
facing downwards and the other was by the entrance/exit. I could also see that the spirts, including a bottle of
vodka was behind the count on a shelving unit. This could only be accessed by someone behind the counter. I
asked Mr Alkifray how long his CCTV recorded for. He stated that it only recorded for three days. I asked if the
premises was open on Friday 25th February. Mr Alkifray appeared confused by the question, stating that he
could not remember. He then stated that the shop had not been open much at all during the last few weeks. I
asked him if anyone other than himself worked or sold alcohol from the shop. He confirmed that he was the
only person who worked there but stated that he often gave the keys to other people to lock up. I asked again if
he was working on Friday 25th at around 5pm. He again returned a blank look and finally stated that he thought
he came to the shop that evening around 8pm.
I then informed Mr Alkifray that we had received a recent allegation that he had sold a bottle of vodka to two
underage females. I stated that this had allegedly happened on Friday 25th February around 17:00-17:30. I
asked Mr Alkifray if his CCTV would have recorded what had taken place, if anything, during these times. He
showed me his mobile phone (where the CCTV recording could be access via an application). I could see from
the information on the application that the recordings only went back three days. This was indicated by a small
dot over the preceding three days. Mr Alkifray scrolled to Friday 25th February and there were no recordings.
Throughout my interactions with Mr Alkifray, I got the impression that he was not taking the situation seriously
and was perhaps ‘playing dumb’ and being deliberately obstructive and unhelpful. This sort of behaviour is very
concerning considering he is the premises licence holder and DPS. This is further compounded by the fact that
we were discussing the very serious allegations of selling high strength sprits to children.

Witness Signature:
Signature Witnessed by:
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PC Reaz Guerra 1614CW .......................................................................................

There are display shelves along the sides of the wall and the till is located at the back of the
premises.

The current plans as submitted to the licensing authority, do not accurately reflect the current
layout of the premises, as the booth/cabin is not shown on the current plans.

On Thursday 18th November 2021 at approximately 18:25hrs, PC Sondh and I attended the
premises to conduct further enquiries on behalf of PC Deweltz regarding the submission of a
minor variation to add a number of conditions to the premises licence. On entering the premises,
we spoke with Mr Mustafa ALKIFRAY, who confirmed he was the owner and the Designated
Premises Supervisor. Having introduced ourselves I asked Mr ALKIFRAY if he had any
recollection of the request to submit the minor variation. Mr ALKIFRAY gave the impression that
he did not understand what I was asking, replying something like, “What is this? Is there a
problem here? Why are you here?” I then explained that my colleague had previously requested
he voluntarily add a number of conditions, regarding CCTV, age challenge policy and incident
log. He then said he had already done it and tried to look on his phone to find an email, but
couldn’t show me any emails relating to the minor variation. In speaking with ALKIFRAY I formed
the opinion that he was being evasive, pretending not to understand what was being asked of
him. I recorded his details and informed him we would be in touch to discuss this further, we
then left the premises. There appears to be a discrepancy and two variations with spelling of Mr
Alkifray’s surname. ‘Companies House’ shows him as the sole director, with his name spelt as
Mr Mustafa Mahmoud Ibrahim ALKFIRAY, his personal licence shows his name as Mustafa
ALKIFRAY.

On Friday 9th March 2022, the Westminster Police Licensing team were served with a minor
variation application in respect of this premises (35B Queensway), reference 22/02401/LIPVM
to add a number of conditions, however the applicant, Mr ALKIFRAY, had requested that the
minor variation not take immediate effect, but instead be deferred, and take effect from
01/01/2023. The Police objected to this application, as having the start date deferred for such
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an extended period did not show a proactive and determined approach to promote the licensing
objectives. In addition to this the Westminster Police licensing team had taken the decision to
review this premises licence. On Wednesday 16th March 2022, PC Deweltz, and myself, along
with several uniformed colleagues attended the premises. It was our intention to serve the review
application on Mr Alkifray, however, he was also wanted for failing to appear at Wimbledon
Magistrates on 1st March 2022 for a separate offence (Failing to provide a specimen of breath),
and therefore the uniformed officers would arrest Mr Alkifray should he be present. On approach
to the premises, the main door had been locked and an internal roller shutter, which was set
back approximately one (1) metre from the main door was being closed, the shutter was unable
to close fully as it had been obstructed by a case of plastic water bottles, leaving a gap of
approximately 30cms at the bottom. It was our belief that Mr Alkifray had locked himself within
the premises. There were several wet footprints that could be clearly seen under the shutter
going back into the premises, however there were no foot prints leading out of the premises
towards the street. Although Mr Alkifray had not been seen, it is my belief that Mr Alkifray had
seen or been alerted to the police presence and locked himself to avoid being arrested. There
is only one entrance to the premises, that being the main entrance on Queensway.

Being unable to speak in person with Mr Alkifray, PC Deweltz posted a copy of the Review
application through the letter box of the premises. A copy of the review was subsequently served
on Mr Alkifray by email.

Later that same day, two further minor variation applications were received by Westminster
Licensing, submitted by Mr Alkifray, proposing to add conditions as previously requested,
however the variation was now requested to take immediate effect.

In preparation for this review having assessed the numerous criminal intelligence reports
regarding the sale of alcohol to children, there is one prominent factor in that all the sales that
have been reported, have been sales made to young girls.
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Police seek revocation of this licence to prevent crime and disorder, and foremost to protect
children from harm.
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WITNESS STATEMENT
CJ Act 1967, s.9; MC Act 1980, ss.5A(3)(a) and 5B; Criminal Procedure Rules 2005, Rule 27.1
Statement of

PC Reaz Guerra 1614CW ....................... URN:

Age if under 18

Over 18 .............

(if over 18 insert ‘over 18’)

Police Officer ............................

Occupation:

This statement (consisting of: .... 2...... pages each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I
make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated anything in it
which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature:

..............................................................................

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded

Date:

30/04 2022...........................

(supply witness details on rear)

I am the above-named person, currently employed in the Westminster Police Licensing Unit.
Further to my statement dated 17/03/2022, I submit the below information in relation to an
application to review the premises licence for 35B Queensway, London W2, reference
22/02885/LIREVP

This statement relates to a minor variation, submitted by Mr ALKIFRAY and subsequently
granted by Westminster Council on 22/03/2022, reference 22/03073/LIPVM. The minor variation
added the following conditions to the premises licence, as previously detailed these conditions
sought to provide further control measures to promote the licensing objectives.
These conditions were:1. The premises shall install and maintain a comprehensive CCTV system as per the
minimum requirements of the Westminster Police Licensing Team. All entry and
exit points will be covered enabling frontal identification of every person entering
in any light condition. The CCTV system shall continually record whilst the
premises is open for licensable activities and during all times when customers
remain on the premises. All recordings shall be stored for a minimum period of
31 days with date and time stamping. Viewing of recordings shall be made
available immediately upon the request of Police or authorised officer throughout
the entire 31 day period.
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2. A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the operation of the CCTV
system shall be on the premises at all times when the premises is open. This staff
member must be able to provide a Police or authorised council officer copies of recent
CCTV images or data with the absolute minimum of delay when requested.
3. A Challenge 25 proof of age scheme shall be operated at the premises where the only
acceptable forms of identification are recognised photographic identification cards,
such as a driving licence, passport or proof of age card with the PASS Hologram.
4. A record shall be kept detailing all refused sales of alcohol. The record should
include the date and time of the refused sale and the name of the member of staff who
refused the sale. The record shall be available for inspection at the premises by the
police or an authorised officer of the City Council at all times whilst the premises is
open.
5. An incident log shall be kept at the premises, and made available on request to an
authorised officer of the City Council or the Police. It must be completed within 24
hours of the incident and will record the following:
(a) all crimes reported to the venue
(b) all ejections of patrons
(c) any complaints received concerning crime and disorder
(d) any incidents of disorder (e) all seizures of drugs or offensive weapons
(f) any faults in the CCTV system, searching equipment or scanning equipment
(g) any refusal of the sale of alcohol
(h) any visit by a relevant authority or emergency service.

On Friday 15th April 2022 at approximately 4pm (Good Friday Bank Holiday during the school
Easter holiday), I attended the premises with PC Lewis. The purpose of the visit being to ensure
the premises was complying with its licence conditions. Upon entering the premises Mr
ALKIFRAY was sat behind the counter at the rear of the premises on his phone. There were no
other people present.

We approached Mr ALKIFRAY who appeared to recognise us. We identified and introduced
ourselves.
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We explained the purpose of our visit and asked about the CCTV system, MR ALKIFRAY stated
he had a new system fitted, which had SIX (6) cameras recording to a stand-alone Digital Video
Recorder (DVR). We then asked if he could show us recorded footage from when the system
was installed. The CCTV monitor was located high up on a pillar toward the rear of the shop,
with the DVR positioned underneath the monitor. MR ALKIFRAY appeared confused with our
request to view CCTV, saying “IS THERE A PROBLEM, DID SOMETHIING HAPPEN”? He
appeared reluctant to show us the CCTV. I then explained to him that he should be able to show
us recorded footage, to which he replied, “I HAVE THE CAMERAS, THE CCTV IS THERE, YOU
CAN LOOK FOR YOURSELF,” implying that we should operate the CCTV system ourselves. I
then explained that it was a requirement that there should be a member of staff on the premises
who could operate the CCTV. Again he gave the impression of being confused. In my opinion
he fully understood what was required of him, but he pretended to not understand.
Eventually he agreed to show us footage. The positioning of the monitor and DVR made it
difficult for MR ALKIFRAY to operate the CCTV, particularly with the location of the monitor
being so high up, that it was hard to see the footage on the screen. MR ALKIFRAY was able to
show us footage from the 2nd April shortly after the new system had been installed. I then noticed
that although he had stated he had SIX (6) cameras installed, there were only FOUR (4) cameras
shown on the recorded footage and also on the live view. MR ALKIFRAY kept insisting that there
were SIX (6) cameras. I walked through the shop to identify where the cameras were located.
There were two external cameras mounted high up on either corner of the external shop sign,
one inside the entrance, one in the middle of the premises and two at the back looking at the till
and counter area. I then noticed that the rear of the DVR was visible and I could see that there
were two connections that were not connected. I suspected that they were intentionally
disconnected.

At this point I noticed a young female walk into the premises. I would describe her as a white
female, approximately 14 years old, slim build, long brown hair, fair complexion, 5’ tall. Having
walked into the premises, she stopped suddenly and looked at us, appearing extremely nervous.
She then promptly turned around and left the premises.
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I then asked MR ALKIFRAY why there were only 4 cameras working. Again MR ALKIFRAY kept
insisting he had six cameras, but it was clear to me that there were only four working cameras
and notably the two (2) cameras located over the till/counter area were not connected, and
therefore not recording. These cameras would crucially capture any transactions being made at
the venue and it is my belief that these cameras were intentionally not connected for this reason,
and were there just for show.
I then asked MR ALKIFRAY where his premises licence summary was displayed. Again he
looked at me blankly and said, “YES I HAVE MY LICENCE,” appearing not to understand what
I was asking for. For completeness I explained the requirement to display the premises licence.

PC LEWIS, then explained that the layout and setup of the CCTV was inadequate, as the DVR
could not be easily operated and the monitor not viewed, and that this needed to be rectified.
We then left the premises. PC Lewis and I then walked away from the premises, crossing over
to the West footway of Queensway, approximately 20 metres South of 35B QUEENSWAY. We
discussed the visit and the issues that had been identified. I then noticed two young girls enter
the shop, aged approximately 15 years old, one of whom, was carrying a small Pret a Manger
paper bag. We continued to observe and saw that the girls left the premises a few minutes later.
At the same time MR ALKIFRAY left the premises, after locking the front door. He walked North
along the West footway, while the girls walked South along the West footway of Queensway
towards Bayswater Underground Station. As they entered the station I approached them and
identified myself as a Police officer, showing them my warrant card. I asked the girls, where they
had just been. The girls looked anxious and nervous. I explained that they were not in trouble
and that I just wanted to establish why they had gone in that premises. The girls said that they
had heard that you could by ‘bad things’ from that shop. I asked them what they meant by ‘bad
things.’ They replied things like alcohol and vape. I asked them if they had bought anything, and
again they looked nervous and said no, but said they had heard they could buy alcohol and vape
from this shop. The girls were reluctant to provide me with their details. They then walked away
and boarded a tube train.
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I was then joined by PC Lewis and I explained what the girls had told me. We then returned to
the premises to speak with Mr ALKIFRAY, to request CCTV to be downloaded. Again MR
ALKIFRAY stated he didn’t know how to download the CCTV, appearing to me to be ignorant
and pretending not to understand. I explained it was a condition on his premises licence to
comply with my request. PC Lewis said he would return the following day to collect the
downloaded CCTV.

I was informed by PC Lewis that when he attended with PC SONDH the following day, the CCTV
had not been downloaded, therefore breaching the CCTV condition on the premises licence,
A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the operation of the CCTV
system shall be on the premises at all times when the premises is open. This staff
member must be able to provide a Police or authorised council officer copies of recent
CCTV images or data with the absolute minimum of delay when requested.

PC SONDH had provided Mr ALKFIRAY with an alternative, that he could provide the CCTV via
an internet link (AXON Evidence.com). MR ALKIFRAY later uploaded several files, none of
which contained any viewable footage. PC Deweltz subsequently emailed MR ALKIFRAY
stating that the uploaded files could not be viewed and again requested that the footage be
downloaded to a USB drive. To date, this request has not been complied with, further evidencing
MR ALKIFRAY’s failure to comply with requests from the Police, a Responsible Authority, and
promote the licensing objectives.

MR ALKIFRAY’s neglectful and dismissive approach is evidenced in his reluctance to work with
Police, following their request to add several conditions to the premises licence. The following
details the timeline:

Date
28/09/2019

Signature:
2003(1)

Details
Ref 19/12499/LIPN

...............................................

Outcome
Application invalidated by WCC

Signature witnessed by:

...........................................................

RESTRICTED (when completed)
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30/09/2019

01/11/2019

01/11/2019

04/11/2019

24/01/2020
06/10/2020

12/05/2021

01/12/2021

08/03/2022

Signature:
2003(1)

PC Reaz Guerra 1614CW .......................................................................................

MR ALKIFARY submits new licence
application for premises licence,
informed by WCC licensing that the
premise is already licence and explain the
requirements in relation to transferring
existing premises licence
Ref 19/12548/LIPN
WCC email MR ALKFIRAY detailing same
as above,
Ref 19/14324/LIPN
Application for new premise licence as
per previous application, applicant states
submitted in error, application withdrawn
Ref 19/14327/LIPT
Application to transfer existing premises
licence to Mr ALKFIRAY (AMK
INNOVATION LTD), however to
associated application to vary the
Designated Premises Supervisor.
Ref 19/14402/LIPDPS
Application to vary designated premises
supervisor,
Ref 20/01050/LIPDPS
Application to vary DPS to Mr ALKFIRAY
20/09113/LIPCHT
Application to change trading name to
AMK FOOD AND WINE, advised by WCC
as to process
21/04603/LIPVM
Application following Police request to
add conditions, application did not
contain necessary detail.
21/13915/LIPVM
As above, Application following Police
request to add conditions, application fee
not paid despite reminder email from
WCC, application then withdrawn by
applicant on 08/03/2022.
22/02401/LIPVM
As above, Application following Police
request to add conditions, but MR
ALKFIRAY requests that the variation
does not take effect until 01/01/2023

...............................................

Application invalidated by WCC

Application withdrawn.

Application processed and granted
by WCC

Application deemed invalid as
incorrect details provided, also
Licensing state annual fees have
not been paid.
Application processed and granted
Application processed and granted

Application deemed invalid by
WCC

Application withdrawn by
applicant.

Police object to application as it
would not take effect
immediately.

Signature witnessed by:

...........................................................

RESTRICTED (when completed)
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16/03/2022

16/03/2022

16/03/2022

22/03/2022

PC Reaz Guerra 1614CW .......................................................................................

Ref 22/02885/LIREVP Application to
review premises licence submitted by
Westminster Police Licensing.
Ref 22/02919/LIPVM - Application
following Police request to add
conditions as per previous request – no
fee paid by applicant.
Ref 22/02922/LIPVM - Application
following Police request to add
conditions as per previous request – no
fee paid by applicant.
Ref 22/03073/LIPVM following Police
request to add conditions as per previous
request.

Review application processed by
WCC
WCC invalidate application.

WCC invalidate application.

Police do not object, Variation
granted by WCC

This additional evidence reinforces the opinion of the Police that revocation of the current
premises licence for 35b Queensway, is essential to prevent further crime and disorder
associated with this shop, and protect children from harm who may be tempted to visit there.

Signature:
2003(1)

...............................................

Signature witnessed by:

...........................................................
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Witness contact details
Home address:

.......................................................................................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................

Postcode:

...............................

Home telephone number

...................................................

Work telephone number

..............................................................

Mobile/pager number

...................................................

Email address:

Preferred means of contact:

...............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................

Male / Female (delete as applicable)

Date and place of birth:

.....................................................................................

Former name:

Ethnicity Code (16+1):

..................

...............................................

Religion/belief:

..............................

......................................................................................................................................................

Dates of witness non-availability

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Witness care
a)

Is the witness willing and likely to attend court? Yes / No. If ‘No’, include reason(s) on MG6.

b)

What can be done to ensure attendance?

c)

Does the witness require a Special Measures Assessment as a vulnerable or intimidated witness?
Yes / No. If ‘Yes’ submit MG2 with file.

d)

Does the witness have any specific care needs? Yes / No. If ‘Yes’ what are they? (Disability, healthcare, childcare, transport, , language
difficulties, visually impaired, restricted mobility or other concerns?)

Witness Consent (for witness completion)
a)
The criminal justice process and Victim Personal Statement scheme (victims only) has
been explained to me
b)
I have been given the Victim Personal Statement leaflet

Yes

No

Yes

No

c)

I have been given the leaflet ‘Giving a witness statement to police — what happens next?’

Yes

No

d)

I consent to police having access to my medical record(s) in relation to this matter:

Yes

No

N/A
N/A

(obtained in accordance with local practice)

e)

I consent to my medical record in relation to this matter being disclosed to the defence:

Yes

No

f)

I consent to the statement being disclosed for the purposes of civil proceedings e.g. child
care proceedings, CICA
The information recorded above will be disclosed to the Witness Service so they can offer
help and support, unless you ask them not to. Tick this box to decline their services:

Yes

No

g)

Signature of witness:

...........................................................................

Signature of parent/guardian/appropriate adult:

.................................................

Address and telephone number if different from above:

Print name:

....................................................

Print name:

....................................................

.......................................................................................................................

Statement taken by (print name):

PC1614CW P207028 PC GUERRA............

Time and place statement taken:

..........................................................................................................................................................

Station:

RESTRICTED (when complete)

2006/07(1): MG 11(T)

City Hall Westiminster ...............

....

STATEMENT OF WITNESS

(Criminal Procedure Rules, r 27.1(1);
Criminal Justice Act 1967, s. 9, Magistrates' Court Act 1980, ss 5A(3)(a) and 5B)

Statement of

FLOYD 1 HARRIS

Age of Witness

(if over 18 enter "over 18")

OVER 18

Occupation of Witness CITY INSPECTOR PUBLIC PROTECTION & LICENSING
This statement, consisting of 2 pages each signed by me, is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to
prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false or do not believe
to be true.
Dated the 3 rd March 2022

Signed...

My Name is Floyd Harris and I'm employed as a City Inspector for Westminster City
Council in Public Protection and Licensing since 2019.

On Wednesday 2nd March 2022, I was deployed on duty with fellow City
Inspector (C!) Sam Bucpapaj to attend an Off Licence at an address; 35
Queensway W2. We were tasked to assist two Police officers from the Licensing
team PC Bryan Lewis and PC Tom Stewart As a result of an allegation of sale
of alcohol to a 13-year-old child. We entered the premises at about 3:50pm and
spoke with a male at the rear of the premises sitting behind a counter. The
premises were narrow, with confectionary and other commodities on either
side. At the rear behind the male on a raised shelf were bottles of alcohol, and
below this a further recess with sliding door containing tobacco etc. There were
also bottles of alcohol in a box-like case above the counter.
PC Stewart introduced all of us and asked whether the male was the owner? This male
is described as Arabic Middle Eastern in appearance (IC2), proportionate build,
th

Continuation sheet
Dated 04
Signed

day of March

2022

STATEMENT OF WITNESS
(Criminal Procedure Rules, r 27.1(1);
Criminal Justice Act 1967, s. 9, Magistrates' Court Act 1980, ss 5A(3)(a) and 5B)

dark short hair wearing a black baseball cap and dark clothing. The male replied stating
that he was the owner and that his name was Mustapha. PC Stewart explained that he
was a police officer and that he was conducting a Licensing visit. PC Steward then
asked to see the Part B section of his premises licence. Mr Mustapha made a show of
trying to look for it, but eventually gave up claiming that he couldn't find it. PC
Stewart told Mustapha that he was in breach of licensing conditions and that he should
always have a copy of the licence on display for inspection by Licensing and members
of the public.
Pc Stewart, then asked whether Mustapha was in possession of his Personal License?
Which he was and showed it to PC Stewart, the name on the licence was Mr Mustapha
ALKFIRAM address 199 Uxbridge Road London WI 2 9DH. PC Stewart went on to
say that MrALKFlRAM has applied to the council for a variation on his license
(Which required the Licensee to install CCTV), but that the application had been
denied due to not being completed on time. Mr Alkfiram, was asked whether his
CCTV was working? I saw that there was a white CCTV camera sitting atop a tall
unit behind the shop counten Mr ALKFIRAM stated that the CCTV was working. I
said to MrALKFlRAM "Can you tell me if you working last Friday 25th Feb"?
MrALKFlRAM Said I might have been, but I'm not sure. I may have been here later
in the evening". He further stated that he had worked on Saturday. PC Stewart asked
to review the recording from last Friday 25th . Mr ALKFIRAM claimed that the
CCTV was only installed recently and had been set to overwrite every 3rd day.
It was explained to MrALKFlRAM, that he was currently in breach with 2 conditions
on his licence and that there was no confidence in his ability to comply with conditions
placed upon his licence. PC Stewart also explained to Mr ALKFIRAM, that there
would now be a review of his Licence. I approached Mr ALKFIRAM and asked him
to hand over the tape for the CCTV. MrALKFlRAM said that the CCTV records to a
16GB Micro SD card, which I took receipt of and produce as my Exhibit FIH/I. Mr
ALKFIRAM signed my pocketbook to confirm I had taken custody and control of the
card

Dated 04
Signed

RESTRICTED (when complete)

MG11

STATEMENT OF WITNESS
(Criminal Procedure Rules, r. 16.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s. 9)
URN
Statement of: Constable Cheryl Boon
Age if under 18: Over 18
Occupation: Police officer
This statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in
evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it, anything which I know to be false, or do
not believe to be true.
Signature:
Date: 11 May 2021
My name is Cheryl BOON and I am a Police Constable working for the Metropolitan Police Service. I have been
a Police Officer for 15 years, my current role is working within the Westminster Police Licensing Unit. I have
been in this role since February 2018. Since then I have dealt with a wide range of licensing matters including
applications for new premises licences, licence committee hearings and a large number of licensing visits to a
variety of licensed premises within the City Of Westminster. When visiting these licensed premises the aim is to
work in partnership with them by making improvements and offering advice to ensure the licensing objectives
are achieved.
This statement is in relation to a Licensed Premises AMK FOOD & WINE, 35B QUEENSWAY, W2 4QJ, current
premises licence number 20/09113/LIPCHT. Since 30th January 2021 this premises has come to the attention
of Police Licensing, there have been numerous reports made to Police since this time in relation to under age
sales of alcohol and cigarettes at the venue, there has also been mention of drug dealing from the location. The
majority of these reports have been submitted in the form of intelligence reports and have been made to Police
in various forms, either reported on the street to officers, online or telephone. After receiving this initial report I
have contacted the local Dedicated Ward officer for the area, PC Ali 1413AW, to ascertain if he had received
any similar information, he stated that he hadn’t. We discussed the possibility of arranging a Test Purchase
operation for this premises and other off licences within the area but due to COVID restrictions at the time this
was not available.
During February and early March 2021 Police have received more intelligence reports of the same nature. Due
to the fact that the Test Purchase tactic was still not available the decision was made that Police Licensing
attend the venue to speak with the Premises Licence Holder and/or Designated Premises Supervisor to discuss
the reports. The nature of the reports and the fact that there were now five separate reports was very
concerning, we needed to try and ensure that alcohol was not being sold to children or gather evidence if it
was. The main aim was to try and safeguard these children and young adults if they were managing to buying
and drinking alcohol and to protect them from coming to any harm.
On Tuesday 9th March 2021 I attended the premises in company with PC SONDH 2438AW, we spoke to a
male who I now know as Mustafa ALKFIRAY dob
of
. He stated
that he is the Premises Licence Holder and the Designated Premises Supervisor. He also confirmed that he is
the only person currently working at the premises. Due to the COVID pandemic his business has suffered and
he can’t afford to employ anyone else. During this visit the reports of underage sales were discussed with him,
he stated that he was already aware of these allegations and they are malicious reports made by local
businesses. I explained how there is a requirement as a licensed premises to promote the Licensing objectives,
in respect to this, the Protection of Children from Harm. He confirmed the practises he has in place with regards

Signature:
Signature Witnessed by:
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MG11C

Continuation of Statement of: Constable Cheryl Boon
to age verification policies. He confirmed that he had four fully functioning CCTV cameras and we could view
footage of these sales underage sales if we had a time and date, at this stage we did not have a report with
these details. I confirmed points discussed during this visit via an email to Mr ALKFIRAY sent on Wednesday
10th March 2021, I exhibit a copy of this email as CB/1 and can produce it at court if required. I did not receive
any reply from Mr ALKFIRAY to this email.
On Thursday 18th March 2021 I received confirmation from PC ALI 1413AW that a test purchase operation
could now go ahead, it was agreed that the dates for this operation would be Tuesday 6th April and Thursday
15th April 2021. The first date for the test purchase operation was then cancelled due to COVID restrictions
with the Police Cadets. Police have continued to receive further reports of the venue selling alcohol to under
age children. Due to the fact that the second date was set for the Test Purchase Operation I held off attending
the venue again until after that date. A report of particular concern was an online report submitted from CAD
2670 12APR21 crimint CWRT01035924 which was received by Police on 12th April 2021. This report was from
a parent
he reported that his 13 year old daughter had been found by Police unconscious in the
park, this was after drinking vodka she had bought at the above premises, she was taken to hospital as a result
of this. I have sent an email to this informant and spoke to him on the phone to clarify details and to see if his
daughter was willing to provide a statement to Police in relation to the matter. Unfortunately the female was
unwilling to provide Police with a statement. I exhibit two email threads between myself and
as CB/2 and
CB/3. I also contacted the Police officer who dealt with this female, this officer confirmed they had not been told
where the female had bought the alcohol from and could not provide any further evidence in relation to this
incident.
I have looked more in depth into other reports Police had received. I made contact on Thursday 15th April 2021
with the informant from CAD 7543 02APR21, this informant
stated that her 14 year old
daughter had bought an Evian bottle with vodka decanted in it for £8.50 from the venue. I sent an email to this
informant and spoke to her on the phone. Her daughter was unwilling to provide a statement to Police in
relation to this incident. I exhibit the email thread in relation to this correspondence as CB/4.
On Thursday 15th April 2021 a Test Purchase Operation was conducted, officers present were the local
Dedicated Ward Officer PC ALI 1413AW, PC MAROUAN 4126AW who is the Volunteer Police Cadet CoOrdinator in company with him were Police Cadets, along with myself and PC SONDH from Police Licensing.
At approximately 1310hrs PC MAROUAN has attended AMK FOOD & WINE, 35B QUEENSWAY, W2 4QJ with
two female cadets believed to be aged 13 and 16, myself and PC SONDH remained outside the venue. A short
while later PC MAROUAN and the cadets have come back out of the premises, PC MAROUAN as the
witnessing officer confirmed that the cadets attempted to buy alcohol, they were challenged for Identification
and when they could not produce any the employee has refused the sale.
Due to the fact that the venue had been part of this operation and the increase in concerns of the reports
received, myself and PC SONDH have again attended the venue. We have again been met with Mr ALKFIRAY,
I have informed him of how he was part of a Test Purchase Operation, he confirmed that it was him that had
been at the premises and refused the sale. We thanked him for his action by challenging ID and refusing to sell
alcohol to two females under 18 years old. I then made him aware of the further reports we had received and
most importantly the one in relation to the female being hospitalised, I have highlighted the seriousness of this
allegation along with the other reports and the importance of the Licensing objectives in relation to this the
Protection of Children from Harm. He again has claimed that the reports to Police are malicious and reiterated
that he does check ID and refuse sales as outlined by the result of the Police operation. As during our previous
visit he had confirmed that he had CCTV and that he would allow Police to view footage of any alleged sales, I
have requested to view footage of the time and dates of the two reports mentioned above. Mr ALKFIRAY has
stated that the CCTV system he has is linked to his phone and only records for 24 hours before erasing itself. I
have recommended an upgrade to this CCTV system to record for 31 days and to submit a Minor Variation
Application to his Premises Licence, this to ensure that CCTV enquiries can be made at the venue to
prove/disprove these reports for a longer period of time. He appeared to be in agreement that this would be
beneficial to his business and assist him in disproving these report. On 23rd April 2021 I have sent him an

Witness Signature:
Signature Witnessed by:
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Continuation of Statement of: Constable Cheryl Boon
email confirming what was discussed and requesting he submit a Minor Variation application with conditions
appropriate to promote the Licensing objectives and to assist in any future investigation into reports of a similar
nature. This request was felt necessary due to the number of reports received and to try and establish if these
sales are being made from this premises. I did not receive a reply to this email or any confirmation of whether
he agreed and would action my recommendations. I have sent a follow up email on 5th May 2021 asking for a
response, he has sent a reply the same date explaining how he operates and also stating that due to financial
implications he can not afford to upgrade this CCTV system currently.
Due to further reports received about the premises and underage sales after the Test Purchase Operation, my
colleagues from Police Licensing PC SONDH 2438AW and PC Kris CARDWELL 3286AW in company with
Chidi Nweke from Westminster City Council have attended the premises to conduct a further visit at the venue.
On Saturday 8th May 2021 at approximately 17:40hrs they have attended the premises and found Mr
ALKFIRAY present, they have searched the premises under Section 180 Licensing Act 2003 to see if there was
any evidence of decanted vodka into soft drink bottles behind the counter, this information was received in two
separate intelligence reports. There was no evidence found to support this. During their time at the premises Mr
ALKFIRAY he has stated that he would be upgrading his CCTV system and submitting the Minor Variation
application requested by myself during the following week.
Following this visit I have replied to the email from Mr ALKFIRAY on Monday 10th May 2021. This email
correspondence between myself and Mr ALKFIRAY from 23rd April 2021 to Monday 10th May 2021 is
exhibited as CB/5.

Witness Signature:
Signature Witnessed by:
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CB/1 Copy of email sent to DPS on 10/03/21
Dear Mr Alkifray,
Thanks for taking the time to speak to me and my colleague yesterday when we visited your
premises.
I explained how we have received four recent reports from members of the public, these reports are
alleging that your venue is selling both alcohol and cigarettes to children under the legal age
required to buy these products. I explained how there is a requirement as a licensed premises to
promote the Licensing objectives, in respect to this, the Protection of Children from Harm. With
regards to the reports you were already aware and state that it is untrue, you believe these are
malicious complaints due to ongoing issues you are experiencing with other local businesses and
residents. You state that you do attract younger customers to your store but they attend to buy
sweets and soft drinks and never alcohol or cigarettes. If young people are being sold these items in
the local vicinity then it is not coming from your premises.
You confirmed that you are the Designated Premises Supervisor of the venue, also that you are a
personal licence holder and as such that you are fully aware of all age verification requirements for
your premises. You have clear signage on the cigarette display behind your counter to challenge the
sale of age restricted products. I asked about staff training and if employees where aware of age
verification policy and the law for selling both alcohol and cigarettes, you explained how currently
you are the only person working at the venue, this is due to the financial loss the business is
suffering due to lack of customers with the COVID pandemic. Therefore you are currently the only
person completing any sales at the premises.
With regards to your current Premises Licence reference 20/09113/LIPCHT, I draw your attention to
condition 6 below which highlights what is expected of you:
6.(1) The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that an age
verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to the sale or supply of alcohol.
(2) The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must ensure that the
supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with the age verification policy.
(3) The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be under 18 years of
age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to produce on request, before being served
alcohol, identification
bearing their photograph, date of birth and either—
(a) a holographic mark, or
(b) an ultraviolet feature.

You have offered to assist Police in any investigation into these allegations, by stating that if there is
a time or date when these sales have taken place you are happy to show us CCTV, you explained that
this will show these allegations to be incorrect. You have four fully working CCTV cameras covering
different areas of the store. You welcome the idea of a Police operation in the area to try and
ascertain which premises are illegally selling these products to children.
As outlined above you state that these are malicious allegations and that as a Licensed premises you
are fully aware of your requirements with the lawful sale of alcohol and cigarettes, also that you are
promoting the licensing objectives. As discussed during our visit if you experience similar issues with
local business or residents, then please feel free to report this via the Police non-emergency number
101 or online.

Kind Regards
Cheryl
Cheryl BOON
PC 1344AW
Westminster Police Licensing Team
15th Floor
64 Victoria Street
SW1E 6QP

CB/2 – copy of first email thread with

Hi - yes of course. It's

On Tue, 13 Apr 2021, 12:41 ,

wrote:

Dear
Thanks for your quick response. Are you free for a quick call on your mobile? I can discuss the
options in more detail then and allow you to decide how to progress this with your daughter.
Many Thanks
Cheryl
From:
Sent: 13 April 2021 12:29
To: Boon Cheryl - AW-CU
Subject: Re: Police Licensing Contact - 35B Queensway, W2

Cheryl,
Thanks so much for getting back to me. Our daughter is happy to help in any way but I
wanted to confirm whether there would be any negative implications for her giving a
statement or any information on this matter? We are just concerned if information is held that
might be traceable in the future.
Apologies for checking. We are keen to assist but wanted to check with you first.
Regards,

On Tue, 13 Apr 2021 at 10:38,

wrote:

Dear
I am a Police Officer and I work in the Westminster Police Licensing Team dealing with all
licensed premises throughout the Borough, including Caps News, 35B Queensway, W2. I
have been made aware of the report you submitted online yesterday regarding your daughter,
I am really sorry to hear what has happened to her, I hope she is a lot better now?
In order to try and stop this happening to other children/young adults I need to obtain some
details from you, this is before I can take further action at the venue. Could you please
answer the following questions:

Can I have your daughter’s name and date of birth? This will enable me to search the Police
systems for when she was found on Friday night. I can then contact the officers who attended.
Where was your daughter found unconscious by Police? How did she get to hospital and
which hospital did she attend?
What date and time did your daughter buy this alcohol? Can you please describe your
daughter including her clothing. This will enable me to check CCTV at Caps News.
Has your daughter previously bought alcohol or any other age restricted products from Cap
News, if so when?
Does your daughter know if her friends bought any alcohol or age restricted products from
Cap News, if so when?
Would your daughter be willing to provide us with a full statement about the incident?
I am sorry to bombard you with questions, I just need to obtain as much information as
possible. We take these reports extremely seriously and want to try and take action with the
correct information as soon as possible. I am happy to discuss this further over the phone if
its more convenient for you.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Many Thanks
Cheryl
Cheryl BOON
PC 1344AW
Westminster Police Licensing Team
15th Floor
64 Victoria Street
SW1E 6QP

CB/3 – copy of second email thread
Cheryl,
As discussed, we would appreciate if our daughter's name is not mentioned and she does not
feel comfortable giving a statement. Feel free to use my name,

Three girls went in around 14.15 on 9 April. Our daughter was all in black with shoulder
length brown hair and a small black shoulder bag. She was wearing a black hoodie, black
trousers and white trainers. One companion has long light brown hair with jeans, black
hoodie and a light blue shoulder bag. The other girl had long black hair and was probably
also wearing black.
They bought a bottle of vodka and some vapes and paid in cash. As mentioned, this shop is
well known amongst all the teenagers who hang out in "Hyde".
Please let me know what else I can do to assist.
Regards,

On Tue, 13 Apr 2021, 10:38 ,

wrote:

I am a Police Officer and I work in the Westminster Police Licensing Team dealing with all
licensed premises throughout the Borough, including Caps News, 35B Queensway, W2. I
have been made aware of the report you submitted online yesterday regarding your daughter,
I am really sorry to hear what has happened to her, I hope she is a lot better now?
In order to try and stop this happening to other children/young adults I need to obtain some
details from you, this is before I can take further action at the venue. Could you please
answer the following questions:
Can I have your daughter’s name and date of birth? This will enable me to search the Police
systems for when she was found on Friday night. I can then contact the officers who attended.
Where was your daughter found unconscious by Police? How did she get to hospital and
which hospital did she attend?
What date and time did your daughter buy this alcohol? Can you please describe your
daughter including her clothing. This will enable me to check CCTV at Caps News.
Has your daughter previously bought alcohol or any other age restricted products from Cap
News, if so when?
Does your daughter know if her friends bought any alcohol or age restricted products from
Cap News, if so when?

Would your daughter be willing to provide us with a full statement about the incident?
I am sorry to bombard you with questions, I just need to obtain as much information as
possible. We take these reports extremely seriously and want to try and take action with the
correct information as soon as possible. I am happy to discuss this further over the phone if
its more convenient for you.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Many Thanks
Cheryl
Cheryl BOON
PC 1344AW
Westminster Police Licensing Team
15th Floor
64 Victoria Street
SW1E 6QP

CB/4 – email thread
Cheryl,
Can you call me tomorrow anytime before 14:30 and we can make a time and date. I am
useless organising myself like this. My life is all over the place ,

Thank you

On 27 Apr 2021, at 16:08,

wrote:

Sorry I can’t do next Monday but I can do any other day next week, if you have any availability then?
Many Thanks
Cheryl
From:
Sent: 26 April 2021 18:56
To: Boon Cheryl - AW-CU
Subject: Re: Police Licensing Contact - 35B Queensway

Cheryl,
This week is manic, but would next Monday work. She is back by 5
Kind regards,

On 26 Apr 2021, at 08:05,

wrote:

Morning
I appreciate all your help with this and that you think that it is for the best for your daughter to assist
further. However in order for me to take a statement it is something your daughter would want to
do. I would need to speak to her about it to obtain further details, she will then need to sign the
statement after I have completed it. If this case went any further and onto court then she could be
called to give evidence and again this is something she would want/need to do.
I am more than happy to chat to you both later today if you think this is something she would be
willing to do?
Thanks again.
Cheryl

In order to try and stop this happening to other children/young adults I need to obtain some details
from you, this is before I can take further action at the venue. Could you please answer the following
questions:
What date and time did your daughter buy this alcohol?- The timing is on the report I filed, 2/4/2021
Can you please describe your daughter including her clothing. This will enable me to check CCTV at
Caps News.- light blue jeans, grey t-shirt, cape hoodie- zip. Airforce trainers in white with colouring
on the sides. My daughter is about
that may have been up.
She was also carrying a
. She was travelling with another girl who was at Joe and
the Juice when the event occurred.
Has your daughter previously bought alcohol or any other age restricted products from Cap News, if
so when?- no
Does your daughter know if her friends bought any alcohol or age restricted products from Cap
News, if so when? - no
Would your daughter be willing to provide us with a full statement about the incident? -yes
I am sorry to bombard you with questions, I just need to obtain as much information as possible. We
take these reports extremely seriously and want to try and take action with the correct information
as soon as possible.
Many Thanks
Cheryl
Cheryl BOON
PC 1344AW
Westminster Police Licensing Team
15th Floor
64 Victoria Street
SW1E 6QP
0207 6411705

CB/5 – MV request to DPS and response
Dear Mr Alkfiray,
Thanks for your response and for providing me with further details.
Your explanation of how you currently operate with regards to challenging age/ID and refusals is
appreciated. I also note that your financial constraints are making it difficult for you to upgrade your
CCTV to the requirement set out within the proposed condition. The upgrade of CCTV and the
suggested condition are recommended as a means to try to protect your business against these
allegations and to prove that they are false and malicious. Police have a duty to follow up these
allegations in order to safeguard the children that are allegedly being sold this alcohol.
My colleagues informed me that they visited your premises on 08th May 2021, during this visit you
have informed them that you will now be upgrading your CCTV and submitting the Minor Variation
request this coming week. I will be monitoring receipt of this application with Westminster City
Council.
Please feel free to contact me if you want to discuss the matter further.
Kind regards
Cheryl
From: amk innovation
Sent: 05 May 2021 13:21
To: Boon Cheryl - AW-CU
Subject: Re: Please reply - AMK Food & Wine, 35B Queensway, W2 4QJ - Police Licensing visit 15th
April 2021

Dear Ms. Boon,
Thank you for your email dated 23rd April, 2021.
Further to the first paragraph of your correspondence, I can confirm that I always check for
identification before selling alcohol to customers, and that this has been my attitude towards
any person whom I suspect to be under the age of 18. In case they do not provide me with ID,
I refuse to sell them alcohol and ask them to leave the premises. As per your response, I can
confirm that all the allegations and reports submitted against me are false. I have never acted
unlawfully nor sold any alcohol to under 18 years old since I opened the shop in November
2019.
I have been feeling unwanted in the area by many local shop owners. I know that they
submit false information/reports , allegations against me, and they will continue doing so,
they trying to push me to leave the shop and area.
In regards to the incident you mentioned in paragraph two dated 09th April, 2021, it has
never happened, and I have nothing to deal with it.
I understand the significance of the problems that arise from selling alcohol to children, and I
appreciate your efforts in trying to prevent such actions from occurring. However, I have

complied with the procedures required of me a a person operating in an off-license shop.
Despite my good intentions and my lawful actions, there seems to be reports and allegations
made against me. Nevertheless, I am willing to cooperate to prove my innocence.
In regards to the requirements suggested, I am happy to set up CCTV in the shop to assure
you that these allegations made against me are false. However, my financial abilities have
been limited due to the lockdown and the pandemic. As I am willing to comply with these
requirements, I would like to take some time , to get quotes from different providers in order
to set a system for the cameras on the premises. By then, hopefully the lockdown measures
would have eased and I would be financially able to afford paying for the CCTV.
As for the requirement regarding a list of refused sales to be made, this is something that I
already do and that is the way I operate, by keeping a record of the refused sales, noting the
date and time accordingly.
I hope this is satisfactory.
Thank you for your cooperation. Your efforts are appreciated.
Kind regards,
Mustafa Alkfiray.
On Wed, 5 May 2021, 12:51 ,

> wrote:

Dear Mr Alkifray,
I am following up on my email below dated the 23rd April 2021. I haven’t received a reply
from you yet so I wanted to establish if you have put any of the measures we discussed into
action yet.
Police are still receiving reports in relation to your premises selling alcohol to under 18 year
olds and I wanted to ensure that some action was being taken by yourself to combat this. As
we discussed in person and I highlighted in the email below we both felt that an appropriate
way for you to disprove these allegations was to install an adequate CCTV system, this was
so that Police could view the alleged time/date that you were meant to be making these sales.
I requested that you submit a minor variation to your premises licence (reference number
20/09113/LIPCHT) to add the appropriate conditions. This is to ensure that you are
promoting the Licensing objectives, in relation to these allegations The Protection of
Children from Harm.
Can you please confirm that you are receiving my emails? When we last met in person you
confirmed you had received the first email I sent you, which is the same email address I have
used now.
Could you also confirm if you have upgraded your CCTV system to the requirements stated
below and that you will be submitting a minor variation to your premises licence?
I require a response by 9am on Wednesday 12th May 2021 before I have to consider taking
further action.

responsibility by holding a premises licence is to promote the licensing objectives, in relation
to these allegations the protection of children from harm.
When I informed you of these further serious allegations you stated that the sales aren’t
coming from your premises, you claim they are coming from another store but won’t say
which one. You state you always ask for ID for every sale, which was evidenced during the
test purchase operation. You explained it is only you currently working at your store and you
are responsible for all sales. You have a CCTV system that is linked to your mobile phone,
when I have asked to view footage from the dates and times when the alleged underage sales
have taken place, you explained that the system only records for 24 hours then erases itself, I
therefore wasn’t able to view this footage. You insisted that I download your CCTV app onto
my phone so I can constantly monitor your cameras to view who you are selling to. This is
not proportionate or a reasonable request or long term solution.
As we are still receiving these worrying reports of underage sales, we discussed the
possibility of you submitting a minor variation application to your current premises licence
(licence number 20/09113/LIPCHT). This is to add the following conditions to ensure that in
future Police and Local Authorities have a way of monitoring who you are selling to and any
refusals to underage children. You appeared happy with this suggestion as a way of proving
your innocence. You will find the conditions below, I would urge you to consider operating
under these conditions as soon as possible, this will enable you to assist in evidencing that
you aren’t responsible for these sales:
1. The premises shall install and maintain a comprehensive CCTV system as per the minimum
requirements of the Westminster Police Licensing Team. All entry and exit points will be covered
enabling frontal identification of every person entering in any light condition. The CCTV system shall
continually record whilst the premises is open for licensable activities and during all times when
customers remain on the premises. All recordings shall be stored for a minimum period of 31 days
with date and time stamping. Viewing of recordings shall be made available immediately upon the
request of Police or authorised officer throughout the entire 31 day period.
2. A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the operation of the CCTV system shall
be on the premises at all times when the premises is open. This staff member must be able to provide
a Police or authorised council officer copies of recent CCTV images or data with the absolute
minimum of delay when requested.
3. A Challenge 25 proof of age scheme shall be operated at the premises where the only acceptable
forms of identification are recognised photographic identification cards, such as a driving licence,
passport or proof of age card with the PASS Hologram.
4. A record shall be kept detailing all refused sales of alcohol. The record should include the date and
time of the refused sale and the name of the member of staff who refused the sale. The record shall
be available for inspection at the premises by the police or an authorised officer of the City Council at
all times whilst the premises is open.
5. An incident log shall be kept at the premises, and made available on request to an authorised
officer of the City Council or the Police. It must be completed within 24 hours of the incident and will
record the following:
(a) all crimes reported to the venue

(b) all ejections of patrons
(c) any complaints received concerning crime and disorder
(d) any incidents of disorder (e) all seizures of drugs or offensive weapons
(f) any faults in the CCTV system, searching equipment or scanning equipment
(g) any refusal of the sale of alcohol
(h) any visit by a relevant authority or emergency service.

I look forward to a reply acknowledging my request to submit a minor variation. Please feel
free to contact me to discuss any of the above.
Kind Regards
Cheryl
Cheryl BOON
PC 1344AW
Westminster Police Licensing Team
15th Floor
64 Victoria Street
SW1E 6QP

ASD6 (CONTD.)

AMK FOOD AND WINE, 35B QUEENSWAY, W2
CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE REPORTS

1)

CWRT01033803 - 18/02/2021
Informant has been a local business owner in the area and wanted to report to their local SNT about the increase of ASB on the
QUEENSWAY W2 predominantly from young children who look under 16. The informant states that the kids are very rowdy and
boisterous and are wreaking havoc in the local area. The informant states that they are on the QUEENSWAY almost every day
gathering in groups and breaching lockdown regulations. The informant is part of a residents/business WhatsApp group and
has stated that it was mentioned that the kids are attracted to the QUEENSWAY due to them being able to buy alcohol from
the CAP NEWS LEBARA shop 35B QUEENSWAY W2 4QJ. The informant states over hearing the kids discuss amongst themselves
as to who gets what alcohol.

2)

CWRT01034179 - 28/02/2021
INFORMANT WANTS TO MAKE A COMPLAINT ABOUT THE OFF LICENSE CAP NEWS ON QUEENSWAY W2
THIS SHOP IS SELLING ALCOHOL TO CHILDREN THAT ARE UNDER AGE HAS WITNESSED THIS.
CHILDREN AGED AS YOUNG AS 13 YRS OLD WALKING OUT THE OFF LICENCE WITH ALCOHOL. THE FRONT OF THE SHOP IS
PACKED WITH YOUTHS. THE SHOP KEEPER IS KNOWN TO BE SELLING CIGERETTES AND ALCOHOL TO THESE CHILDREN.
PREMISES IS CAP NEWS 35B QUEENSWAY W2.

3)

CWRT01034440 - 06/03/2021
On SATURDAY 06/03/2021 at 1332 HOURS a concerned parent called police in relation to
CAP NEWS, 35B QUEENS WAY W2. Parent has stated they have concerns that the staff at CAP NEWS are selling alcohol and
cigarettes to minors. They know this to be true as their 13 year old daughter has been served cigarettes and VAPS. Apparently
all the children go there to buy. I have created ASB report for LPT to look at.

4)

CWRT01034891 –
Report submitted by AW licensing, information passed onto WCC Licensing services. On Tuesday 9th March 2021 the
Designated Premises Supervisor for AMK FOOD & WINE, 35B QUEENSWAY, W2 4QJ was arrested for robbery on the
Queensway. The offence is alleged to have happened on the opposite side of the street to the venue and it doesn’t appear to
be linked directly to it. He has currently be RUI. The DPS is: Mustafa ALKIFRAY, dob
,
. The current premises licence number is 20/09113/LIPCHT.

5)

CWRT01035748 - 07/04/2021
The informant has called police wanting to report his daughter having received a message over Easter from the below person.
The text message read, tomorrow anyone can buy anything you need no rules tomorrow (date unknown) get what you want
and without bag and anyone blocked from the store he/she can come in for tomorrow. Supposedly it implies the people he’s
barred for shoplifting were all allowed in over the Easter weekend. The informant stated that they drove past the shop
yesterday to ascertain the exact address and he witnessed 3 very overexcited girls standing outside holding Lucozade bottle.
It’s believed the shop owner decants the alcohol in the Lucozade bottle. The informant states he has a screen shot of the
message.
he uses to communicate with customers:
AMK, 35B Queensway, W2

6)

CWRT01035924 - 12/04/2021
THIS IS A CRIMINT - BASED ONLY ON THE DETS OF A CAD BY THE LRT. Incident number: 2670 Date/time of origin: 12/04/2021
11:52:38. ADDRESS of shop: Location: CAP NEWS, 35B QUEENSWAY, W2 INFT via Holon:
"This shop is selling alcohol and tobacco products to minors. It is well known amongst the teenagers who have started
congregating in Hyde Park since the lockdown. My daughter, aged 13, was sold a bottle of vodka and vapes there on Friday 9
April. She was subsequently hospitalised, having been found unconscious by the police. Thankfully she is fine but the shop
needs to be dealt with. She tells us that everyone she knows either goes there or knows of the "Lebara shop" (the sign outside
says "Lebara" although it is not the name of the shop). I would be really grateful on behalf of all parents if you could look into
this."

7)

CWRT01036086 –
A test purchase operation was carried out on 15th April 2021 within the Queensway area by Police cadets with local SNT and
Police licensing officers. This operation was arranged due to on-going reports of youths buying alcohol and drinking within this
area resulting in ASB.
CAP NEWS, 35B Queensway - visited at 1310hrs. The Licence holder Mustafa ALKIFRAY asked the cadets for ID and refused to
serve when they could not provide any. This venue has been repeatedly coming to notice for selling to under 18’s, there have
been numerous CRIMINTS and CADs created for it. Police licensing have spoken to the licensee and given strong words of
advice from the intel. On- going enquiries to obtain any evidence of these sales.

8)

CWRT01036091 - 15/04/2021
On Thursday 15th April 2021 officers from the Lancaster Gate/Bayswater wards along with colleagues from police Licencing and
Volunteer Police Cadets conducted a test purchasing operation within the Lancaster Gate ward. This operation was planned in
response to a number of reports indicating the sale of alcohol to underage persons. CAP News 35B Queensway: PASSED

On attending this venue it was the general observations of the police witness that while the shopkeeper did not complete the
sale of alcohol to the test subject, it appeared that this was influenced heavily by the fact that the police witness was present
when the purchase was attempted and the shopkeeper was adamant that he serve the police witness before serving the Cadet
in order to ensure discretion.
9)

CWRT01036735 - 29/04/2021
Information received by ward officers via Airspace suggests that the Lebara shop on Queensway has been selling alcohol,
tobacco and nicotine products to underage teens for a while now. The informant states the following. “He sells without
question and recently I have witnessed people as young as 13 being able to just go in and buy things. I have been aware of this
for about a year now but now it seems it is getting serious, it seems as though he is using the fact he sells to underage teens as
a way to get close to them in a creepy way. The crime being committed is obviously the selling to teenagers, but however he
also
the teens, recently he has started
. This is mostly
girls, many (if not most) under 16. I can just see this turning out extremely badly, in the way of him being a predator or just the
fact that selling alcohol to, it seems, literally any age. His
. He tells us his name is mike, tall, often
wears a cap and is the only worker in the lebara shop.

10) CWRT01036795 - 29/04/2021
Information received: AMK off liscence/ newsagents QUEENSWAY W2 alleged to be supplying alcohol to minors, which has
allegedly resulted in a 13 year old girl being hospitalised with alcohol poisoning.
11) CWRT01037241 - 08/05/2021
On Saturday 8th May 2021 at approximately 17:40hrs PC SONDH 2438AW, PC Kris CARDWELL 3286AW and Chidi Nweke from
Westminster City Council attended AMK Food and Wine, 35B Queensway, London, W2 in relation to recent reports that the
premises is selling alcohol to children. It has been alleged that the shop owner, who is also listed as the DPS is decanting the
alcohol into Lucozade bottles and selling to young girls. Given that the premises does not have any additional conditions other
than the mandatory conditions, an official visit was not conducted and it was decided that a search of the premises under s.180
Licensing Act 2003 would be more beneficial as there were not conditions on the licence to assess.
When we arrived at the premises Mr Alkifray was sitting behind the counter on his mobile phone there were no customers
present. I explained to Mr Alkifray why we visiting him and explained that we wanted to search behind the counter for
evidence of the allegations that had been made against him. He complied and allowed me to look behind the counter. It was
untidy however there were no opened bottles of alcohol, there were empty water bottles however these were not of the same
brand and appeared to have just been thrown on the floor. There were some miniature bottles of Smirnoff Vodka under the
counter and also some miniature bottles of Whiskey on a shelf behind the counter, however these were all sealed. On the till
were disposable shot glasses and also disposable beakers, I asked Mr Alkifray why these were there and he said they had been
there ages and could not offer any other reason. All bottles of alcohol appeared to be sealed and there was no evidence to
support that alcohol is being decanted into bottles.
I spoke to Mr Alkifray about the email he had received with regards to the minor variation he had been asked to submit, he
stated that he was arranging for the CCTV to be sorted this week and it was reiterated to him the importance of submitting the
minor variation for the conditions proposed to be added to his licence. It was explained that should these allegations be
malicious as he claims then having these conditions added would assist in proving that, which he appeared to understand.
As we were leaving 3 young girls approximately 13-14 years of age entered the off licence holding cash, they approached the
counter where Mr Alkifray told them that we were police.
We waited outside the premises and the girls left shortly after holding chocolate bars.
Premises Licence - 20/09113/LIPCHT
12) CWRT01047796 –
Lebara Off Licence, Queensway London W2 will serve any young person with no form of ID.
13) CWRT01048005 - 09/01/2022
AMK FOOD and WINE
35B QUEENSWAY
W2
The above location is selling alcohol and cigarettes to people underage, they sell vodka in water bottles.

14) CWRT01048031 - 09/01/2022

The shop owners of AMK International Off Licence,
Queensway Road, London, W2, is selling alcohol and cigarettes to underage children 14 and 15yrs old.
The business has previously been investigated for the same crime, the shop appears to be closed, but the owners are filling
water bottles with Vodka, and leaving the bottles behind the door which can be pushed open so the youngsters can take the
bottles or cigarettes and leave the money. Behind the door the shutters to the shop are pulled down, there is just enough
space for the bottles and cigarettes to be left for collection.
Alternatively, the youngsters can contact the owners on a mobile number; the owners will come to meet them and open the
shop, so they can buy the cigarettes and alcohol.

15) CWRT01049979 - 25/02/2022

On SATURDAY 26/02/2022 at 1300 HOURS informant called police reporting that on 25/02/2022 her daughter age 13 and her
friend age 14 managed to purchase a bottle of vodka. Mother believes daughter would have been wearing her school uniform
at the time under her jacket. Store where this is located on the park side of QUEENSWAY next to KALINKA 35 and a pizza place
and has LEBARA Signage.
Mother was advised by operator to contact local council.

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

28/09/14 If applicable and call relates to third party
allegation of
child sexual exploitation, please consider SMF/MAKESAFE
** **END OF DATA AUTOMATICALLY COPIED FROM OPEN PROMPT** **
11:59:39 12APR21 CHS
ENTERED BY: CHS (c099174 ) AT: 2021-04-12 11:59:37
^digital 101 - details pased to lancaster Gate SNT and informant
advised of actions
12:50:30 12APR21 232107
ENTERED BY: CADL (p232107 ) AT: 2021-04-12 12:50:30
CONTINUED ...
SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

PRINTED AT 13:39 08:MAR:22

PC Deweltz

204897

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT
PAGE 4
INCIDENT No.

2670:12APR21

Time
Date
Opid
Termid
-------- ------- ------ -------LRT, DETAILS HAVE BEEN PASSED ON TO LANCASTER GATE SNT TO LOOK
INTO
THIS.
NO ASB URN REQUIRED,PLEASE CLOSE CAD WITH CODE 676
12:51:02 12APR21 740217 H2722
** **START OF DATA AUTOMATICALLY COPIED FROM CLOSING PROMPT** **
CLOSING CODE "215":
STOP - THIS INCIDENT TO BE PLACED IN THE GPC QUEUE
HAS AN ASB URN BEEN SHOWN? OR
HAS A MEMBER OF GPC CONFIRMED URN NOT REQUIRED - INCLUDE
PAY NO
RESULT WITH FORMAT: ASB URN XX123456 OR ASB URN NOT
REQUIRED
THEN FOLLOWED BY THE POLICE/STAFF PAY NUMBER OF DECISION
MAKER
** **END OF DATA AUTOMATICALLY COPIED FROM CLOSING PROMPT** **
Previous Actions:
Time
Date
Opid
Termid
ACTION
-------- ------- ------ -------- -----SYSTEM(EXTERNAL)
11:59:39 12APR21 CHS
CCC:CCL O() 507:CONTACT RECORD,609:CHILD / YOUNG
PE
RSON AT RISK,625:BELIEVED
"
"
"
"
PI
11:59:51
"
259282 DIV:AWN AK
11:59:52
"
"
"
XP/AK/O609
12:00:00
"
"
"
AWT/LRT
12:01:17
"
CHS
CCC:CCL CT(V)
"
"
"
"
PI
12:01:34
"
259282 DIV:AWN AK
12:49:15
"
232107 CCC:CADL VI/p232107
12:50:30
"
"
"
PI
12:50:32
"
740217 DIV:AWN AK
12:50:34
"
232107 CCC:CADL VI/p232107
12:51:02
"
740217 DIV:AWN AC()
"
"
"
"
AQ()
12:51:09
"
"
"
CTX()
12:51:10
"
"
"
PS/CM
12:57:13
"
093034
"
ACR/NC
12:57:14
"
"
"
CM
"
"
"
"
XP/CM/C215
13:30:44
"
231567 CCC:CADL VI/p231567
16:38:14
"
218152
"
VI/p218152
23:03:31
"
230259
"
VI/p230259
10:04:24 13APR21
"
"
VI/p230259
CONTINUED ...

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

PRINTED AT 13:39 08:MAR:22

PC Deweltz

204897

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT
PAGE 5
INCIDENT No. 2670:12APR21
Time
-------15:56:33
15:56:56
13:39:20
13:39:22

Date
Opid
Termid
------- ------ -------10MAY21
"
CCC:CADL
"
"
"
08MAR22 204897
"
"
"
"

PRINT ...

ACTION
-----VI/p230259
IP//1344aw/1/p230259@met.police.uk
VI/p204897
IP//PC Deweltz/1/p204897@met.police.uk
... END OF

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

CONTINUED ...
SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

PRINTED AT 10:05 01:MAR:22

PC Deweltz

204897

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT
PAGE 3
INCIDENT No.

3604:26FEB22

Time
Date
Opid
Termid
-------- ------- ------ -------This is located on the park side of queensway. Next to kalinka
35 and a
pizza place and has Lebara Signage.
^op... given advice to contact council, number supplied via sms
with
CAD
For the attention of licencing and LIT.
14:57:45 26FEB22 233486
#2
ENTERED BY: CADL (p233486 ) AT: 2022-02-26 14:57:45
LRT - CRIMINT CWRT01049979
PLEASE CLOSE USING CODE 676
Previous Actions:
Time
Date
Opid
Termid
ACTION
-------- ------- ------ -------- -----SYSTEM(EXTERNAL)
13:14:53 26FEB22 CHS
CCC:CCB O() 301:LICENSING,600:ALCOHOL
"
"
"
"
PI
13:17:09
"
742934 DIV:AWN AK
13:18:19
"
"
"
AC()
"
"
"
"
AQ()
"
"
"
"
AR()
13:18:23
"
"
"
ACR/NC
13:18:26
"
"
"
PS/CM
13:19:22
"
051617
"
AWT/LRT
14:43:37
"
233486 CCC:CADL VI/p233486
14:57:45
"
"
"
PI
14:57:46
"
"
"
VI/p233486
14:57:49
"
100374 DIV:AWN AK
14:58:00
"
"
"
CTX()
14:58:01
"
"
"
PS/CM
14:58:03
"
"
"
Q(600)
14:59:55
"
098724
"
R(718)
15:00:10
"
"
"
CM
10:13:53 28FEB22 740108 CCC:CADL VI/c740108
10:04:55 01MAR22 204897
"
VI/p204897
10:05:35
"
"
"
IP//PC Deweltz/1/p204897@met.police.uk
PRINT ...

... END OF

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

PRINTED AT 13:40 08:MAR:22

PC Deweltz

204897

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT
PAGE 3
INCIDENT No.

3699:06MAR21

Time
Date
Opid
Termid
-------- ------- ------ -------person concerned as vulnerable.
1. Has anything like this happened before?: Yes
2. Has the caller spoken to police about this or any other
matter
relating to ASB?: No
3. If the answer to 2 is 'Yes', when were police called
(approximately)? :
4. Prior to this call, has the person sought help from elsewhere
(e.g.
Local Authority, Security, Housing Association, Samaritans,
Citizens
Advice, BT, etc.)?: No
5. If the answer to 4 is 'Yes' please state who? :
6. Are there any health or welfare issues we need to be aware of
that
could help us deal with your call? (VULNERABILITY)?: Yes
7. If the answer to 6 is 'Yes' record details of how/why
vulnerable.
Record any other relevant information? : CHILDREN RANGE FROM 13
AND
POSSIBLY YOUNGER
** For 'ASB' calls, you are no longer required to complete the
'REPEAT'
or 'VULNERABLE' SMFs **
13:40:13 06MAR21 CHS
ENTERED BY: CHS (c743587 ) AT: 2021-03-06 13:38:04
^ OP THE INFT WOULD LIKE TO REMAIN ANONOMOUS AND WILL NOT
DIVULGER HER
DETS
SHE STATES THAT HER DAUGHTER VISITS THE AREA AT WEEKENDS AND
SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS
13:40:13 06MAR21 CHS
ENTERED BY: CHS (c743587 ) AT: 2021-03-06 13:38:21
THE OWNER DOES NOT ASK FOR ID
13:40:14 06MAR21 CHS
ENTERED BY: CHS (c743587 ) AT: 2021-03-06 13:40:13
CAN THE LPT HAVE A LOOK AT THIS PLEASE
I HAVE ADVICED THE CALLER TO CONTACT THE TRADING STANDARDS
OFFICE TOO
13:40:32 06MAR21 720785 H2723
** **START OF DATA AUTOMATICALLY COPIED FROM CLOSING PROMPT** **
CLOSING CODE "215":
STOP - THIS INCIDENT TO BE PLACED IN THE GPC QUEUE
HAS AN ASB URN BEEN SHOWN? OR
HAS A MEMBER OF GPC CONFIRMED URN NOT REQUIRED - INCLUDE
PAY NO
RESULT WITH FORMAT: ASB URN XX123456 OR ASB URN NOT
REQUIRED

MAKER

THEN FOLLOWED BY THE POLICE/STAFF PAY NUMBER OF DECISION

** **END OF DATA AUTOMATICALLY COPIED FROM CLOSING PROMPT** **
14:31:57 06MAR21 233486
ENTERED BY: CADL (p233486 ) AT: 2021-03-06 14:31:57
CONTINUED ...
SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

PRINTED AT 13:40 08:MAR:22

PC Deweltz

204897

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT
PAGE 4
INCIDENT No.

3699:06MAR21

Time
Date
Opid
Termid
-------- ------- ------ -------LRT P233486 DEALING
14:55:10 06MAR21 233486
ENTERED BY: CADL (p233486 ) AT: 2021-03-06 14:55:10
AW LRT - WFH - ASB URN VACW21595 AND CRIMINT CWRT01034440P233486
PLEASE CLOSE USING CODE 676
Previous Actions:
Time
Date
Opid
Termid
ACTION
-------- ------- ------ -------- -----SYSTEM(EXTERNAL)
13:40:13 06MAR21 CHS
CCC:CCB O() 215:ASB NUISANCE,600:ALCOHOL,608:YOUT
H RELATED
"
"
"
"
PI
13:40:17
"
720785 DIV:AWN AK
"
"
"
"
AK
"
"
"
"
AK
13:40:39
"
"
"
AC()
"
"
"
"
AQ()
"
"
"
"
AR()
13:40:41
"
"
"
PS/CM
13:48:42
"
098718
"
AWT/LRT
14:30:27
"
233486 CCC:CADL VI/p233486
14:31:57
"
"
"
PI
14:32:02
"
"
"
VI/p233486
"
"
084133 DIV:AWN AK
14:55:10
"
233486 CCC:CADL PI
14:55:30
"
098718 DIV:AWN AK
14:55:43
"
"
"
CTX()
14:55:45
"
"
"
CM
"
"
"
"
XP/CM/C215
14:56:12
"
233486 CCC:CADL VI/p233486
09:29:34 09MAR21 230259
"
VI/p230259
12:19:40 12MAR21 742728
"
VI/c742728
10:11:34 14APR21 723203
"
VI/c723203
13:40:21 08MAR22 204897
"
VI/p204897
13:40:23
"
"
"
IP//PC Deweltz/1/p204897@met.police.uk
PRINT ...

... END OF

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

CONTINUED ...
SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

PRINTED AT 13:39 08:MAR:22

PC Deweltz

204897

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT
PAGE 3
INCIDENT No.

4282:09JAN22

Time
Date
Opid
Termid
-------- ------- ------ -------CWRT01048005 created
Previous Actions:
Time
Date
Opid
Termid
ACTION
-------- ------- ------ -------- -----SYSTEM(EXTERNAL)
16:36:04 09JAN22 CHS
CCC:CCL O() 305:CIVIL DISPUTES,314:SUSPICIOUS
CIRCU
MSTANCES
"
"
"
"
PI
16:36:08
"
740077 DIV:AWN AK
16:36:19
"
"
"
LOCA(35B QUEENSWAY, W2:AMK FOOD &
WINE)(CA)
16:36:28
"
"
"
AC()
"
"
"
"
AQ()
"
"
CHS
CCC:CCL PI
"
"
740077 DIV:AWN AR()
16:36:31
"
"
"
AK
16:36:36
"
"
"
PS/CM
16:38:14
"
230698
"
AWT/OPSROOM
16:49:09
"
229134
"
PS/CM
16:50:47
"
230698
"
AWT/OPSROOM
16:52:57
"
259287 CCC:CADL VI/p259287
16:58:05
"
229134 DIV:AWN AWT/CREF
17:18:25
"
259287 CCC:CADL VI/p259287
17:18:34
"
"
"
PI
17:18:35
"
"
"
VI/p259287
17:18:38
"
741546 DIV:AWN AK
"
"
"
"
AK
"
"
"
"
AK
17:18:57
"
"
"
CTX()
17:18:59
"
"
"
PS/CM
17:24:05
"
230698
"
CM
17:24:11
"
"
"
R(718)
08:32:59 10JAN22 204897 CCC:CADL VI/p204897
08:33:02
"
"
"
IP//PC Deweltz/1/p204897@met.police.uk
08:33:19
"
"
"
VI/p204897
11:16:22 07MAR22 207028
"
VI/p207028
11:16:37
"
"
"
IP//P207028/1/p207028@met.police.uk
13:38:56 08MAR22 204897
"
VI/p204897
13:39:00
"
"
"
IP//PC Deweltz/1/p204897@met.police.uk
PRINT ...

... END OF

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

PRINTED AT 13:39 08:MAR:22

PC Deweltz

204897

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT
PAGE 5
INCIDENT No.

7543:02APR21

Time
Date
Opid
Termid
-------- ------- ------ -------No
Does the victim have any health, mobility or welfare issues that
are
making this situation more difficult?
No
Would you like the victim to be contacted by Victim Support?
No
Does the victim have a disability?
No
20:20:53 02APR21 CHS
ENTERED BY: CHS (c730178 ) AT: 2021-04-02 20:14:07
What is the victim s ethnic background?
White-British
Did you do any of the following before you used the website
today?
I called 101
Incident details
Incident details
Has anyone reported this already?
No
When did it happen?
When did it happen?
02/04/2021 - 02/04/2021
Start time
14:45
End time
14:45
If you re unsure about the date or time, please give a few
details
below
Early afternoon
Where did it happen?
Lat long
51.5113499,-0.1875282
Easting northing
525873,180715
Address
20:20:53 02APR21 CHS
ENTERED BY: CHS (c730178 ) AT: 2021-04-02 20:14:07
CAP NEWS, 35B, QUEENSWAY, LONDON, W2 4QJ, UK
Map url
https://www.google.co.uk/maps?q=51.5113499+-0.1875282
Map type
ReadOnly
CONTINUED ...
SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT

NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

Did anyone else see what happened?
I don't know
Suspect details
Suspect details
CONTINUED ...
SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

PRINTED AT 13:39 08:MAR:22

PC Deweltz

204897

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT
PAGE 7
INCIDENT No.

7543:02APR21

Time
Date
Opid
Termid
-------- ------- ------ -------Suspect 1
Do you know this person?
No I don't know anything about them
20:20:53 02APR21 CHS
ENTERED BY: CHS (c730178 ) AT: 2021-04-02 20:20:53
DD ^ DIG101 the infmt believes this store sold alcohol to 14
year old
daughter - possible app needed - no access to call the infmt
from this
terminal wfh
20:24:17 02APR21 088140 H2721
^ AWN THIS IS LICENSING ISSUES..
20:31:08 02APR21 718680 H2657
LRT^AWNC REL CAN THIS BE PASSED TO THE LICENING TEAM THANKS
12:38:27 03APR21 236496
ENTERED BY: CADL (p236496 ) AT: 2021-04-03 12:38:27
Sgt Ben Chadwick (Licensing PS for AW) emailed re this
This CAD can now be closed
Previous Actions:
Time
Date
Opid
Termid
ACTION
-------- ------- ------ -------- -----SYSTEM(EXTERNAL)
20:20:53 02APR21 CHS
CCC:EGS O() 314:SUSPICIOUS
CIRCUMSTANCES,600:ALCOHO
L
"
"
"
"
PI
20:21:04
"
741098 DIV:AWN AK
20:23:37
"
088140
"
LOCA((HOLON) 35B, QUEENSWAY, W2:AMK food
an
d wine.)(CA)
20:24:38
"
"
"
AC()
"
"
"
"
AQ()
"
"
"
"
AR()
20:24:39
"
"
"
PS/CM
20:31:10
"
718680
"
AWT/LRT
12:31:31 03APR21 236496 CCC:CADL VI/p236496
12:38:27
"
"
"
PI
12:38:30
"
"
"
VI/p236496
12:38:32
"
086028 DIV:AWN AK
12:38:45
"
"
"
PS/CM
12:43:00
"
095427
"
ACR/NC
12:43:10
"
"
"
GF(E)LICENCING DEALING
12:43:11
"
"
"
CM
12:43:15
"
"
"
LOCA((HOLON) 35B QUEENSWAY, W2:AMK food
and
CONTINUED ...

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

PRINTED AT 13:39 08:MAR:22

PC Deweltz

204897

SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT
PAGE 8
INCIDENT No. 7543:02APR21
Time
-------12:43:15
10:47:56
16:07:44
14:47:58
14:55:08
11:51:07
15:57:23
15:57:26
13:39:49
13:39:51

Date
------03APR21
15APR21
"
26APR21
"
29APR21
10MAY21
"
08MAR22
"

PRINT ...

Opid
-----"
230259
"
"
"
"
"
"
204897
"

Termid
-------DIV:AWN
CCC:CADL
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

ACTION
-----wine.)(CA)
VI/p230259
VI/p230259
VI/p230259
VI/p230259
VI/p230259
VI/p230259
IP//1344aw/1/p230259@met.police.uk
VI/p204897
IP//PC Deweltz/1/p204897@met.police.uk
... END OF

SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT
NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.

Premises Licence Holder’s Submissions

Appendix 3

Response to the review
My client is discontented with the decision made by the Metropolitan police Service and is appealing
the decision of licence provocation due to the absence of any evidence to support the claim.
1. In the application to review, you have stated ‘alleged sale of alcohol to children’. Therefore, you are
aware that you are investigating allegations with no evidential background.
2. It was mentioned that you have conducted your own test purchasing operations to further
investigate the claims regarding the premises license. The aim behind this was to accumulate
evidence and examine the rightfulness behind the accusations. However, my client passed every
single test. This should provide that my client is abiding by Section 51 of the Licensing Act 2003 and
has not failed or breached any of his duties.
3. The latest report CAD (3604/26FEB22) concerning the alleged selling of alcohol to minors on my
clients premises (AMK Food & Wine, 35B Queensway, London, W2 4QJ) has no validity. The report
wrongfully claims that my client ‘goes out of his way to cover his tracks’ which is not possible as you
have full control of the DVR and CCTV system. Officers have confirmed that recordings get
automatically deleted after three days. Police licensing and Westminster City Council Inspectors only
attended the premises four days after the report (26th February 2022) which meant the recording was
no longer there. Therefore, it is evident that my client is being accused for a delay in action made on
your behalf. Moreover, my client is stating that he was not working on the afternoon of the incident as
he was visiting a friend in a nearby shop called ‘Ismart’. The off-licence has a single employee which
is my client; this means if he is away the premises will be closed. Therefore the alleged date and time
of the purchase in the report CAD (3604/26FEB22) are misleading and untruthful.
4. As for the earlier reports sent in April and May 2021, the underage girls who allegedly purchased
alcohol were both unwilling to provide statements and have not confirmed where they purchased the
alcohol from which negates the validity of the reports.
5. In another statement made by PC Reaz Gueraa 1614CW on 17th March 2022, my client is
described as being evasive when he was clearly overwhelmed and shocked by the allegations. My
client felt distressed having officers on his premises as not only does it make his business look
notorious but it also degrades his reputation amongst his neighbours in town and yet he remained
responsive and cooperative.
6. You have further stated that that my client had failed to assist you even ‘in the simplest of tasks’
however my client has been very accommodating. This is seen through his recent purchase of an
updated CCTV system which will save recordings for 30 days as requested by you. This purchase
was made even though my client is having financial difficulties.
7. My client was adequately trained before getting a licensing approval therefore my client is well
aware of the objectives and would not act in a way which contravenes The Licensing Act 2003. My
client requests a proof of ID for almost every purchase as per stated in section 6 of the mandatory
licensing condition and therefore feels the reports were merely a false statement.
Whilst we understand your duty in protecting children and preventing crime and disorder, this subject
does not apply to my client, where he is being accused of suspicion with no evidence to approve any
of the allegations. My client has not breached any of his objectives; therefore, the claim for license
revocation is considered deficient.
Kind regards,

Jbara & Co.

Response to the interested parties
Reference: 22/02885/LIREVP
Our Client: AMK Food 7 Wine – 35B Queensway, London, W2 4QJ
Re: 22/02885/LIREVP-AMK Food & Wine, 35B Queensway, London, W2 4QJ
Responses to the Interested Parties
Further to the email you have sent our client dated 14th April 2022 at 15:27, we are writing to you in
regards to the representations that have been received during the consultation period.
In regards to the public representations received between 4th April and 13th April 2022, our client does
not agree with the comments that several parties have made.
We believe that our client is being discriminated against and treated unfairly. Until this day, there is no
proof to show that our client is selling alcohol to children. Most of these comments mention that
Queensway continues to have issues of young underage people drinking; however, none of the six
parties have mentioned that they have seen our client illegally selling alcohol to children nor have any
evidence of his actions. Alternatively, these comments refer to the Queensway neighbourhood as a
whole. It is considered unjust that our client’s licence should be revoked based on the view that most
people have about Queensway as an area and not based on our client’s shop in particular.
Referring to
, Please note that the presence
of children outside the premises after school does not incriminate our client. It is of normal social
behaviour that school children gather on the street at the end of the school day to buy snacks/
beverages from a corner shop or even gather outside it; it is not unusual and should not be used as
evidence of illegal selling of alcohol. Moreover CCTV footage indicates that even when the shop is
closed you will still find children standing in front of the place therefore, this point is invalid.
Our client understands the concern of the residents and the council. However, given that there is no
evidence of any illegal trading related to our client, the revocation of the licence is unjust and
disproportionate with the facts of the case. Please note that the underage girls who allegedly
purchased alcohol were both unwilling to provide statements and have not confirmed where they
purchased the alcohol from which negates the validity of the reports.
As for
arguments produced in the representation, most of the points listed are
pure allegations. This includes ‘decanting alcohol into Lucozade bottles’ which is a very unreasonable
argument, there is zero evidence to support this claim. In addition to that
also
mentioned an arrest that took place in March 2021. Whilst we do agree that the arrest took place, no
sentence was given regarding this incidence; therefore the ‘Robbery’ charge mentioned in the report
is false which leads us to believe that all other arguments are false two.

By stating that, we are not underestimating the importance of the crime or the significance of the
consequences of such an action. Our client himself believes that it is absolutely immoral, unethical,
and unlawful to sell alcohol without checking customer’s ID’s; and since our client of a clear criminal
record has passed all the purchasing operations tests that the police have conducted, this shows that
there no basis to the accusations made especially that the police had full control of the DVR and
CCTV system. Therefore, these accusations are unfounded.

Our client is not against the criminal proceedings taking place; instead, he has respect for the law and
abides by it. Furthermore, our client requests that further investigations are thoroughly made so that
the decision to revoke his license is fairly and justly issued.
We would like to bring to your attention the fact that our client has been suffering financially due to the
Covid-19 pandemic due to the decreased demand and depreciation in the market. Therefore, we
request that if a decision to revoke the licence will be made, it should be made based on evidence
and not on mere suspicion. Such a decision would make our client’s business look notorious, it would
degrade his reputation amongst his neighbours in town, and may negatively affect his business
further.
AMK Innovation Ltd

Witness statement from the Premises Licence Holder

Witness Statement of Mr. Mustafa Alkifray

I, Mustafa Alkifray, the premises supervisor and license holder of AMK Innovation Limited of premises
35b Queensway, London, W2 4QJ, states the following:
I have been granted my license in 2019 and have started my business since then. Unaware of the
upcoming pandemic, I faced and continue to face financial difficulties. This was exacerbated by police
claims and false accusations that were made on no factual grounds.
My License is being revoked as I am being held accountable for an offence that I have not conducted. I
am thus being accused of selling alcohol to minors when in fact I would never execute such a deed as
not only does it go against my Licensing objectives, but it also goes against my morals.
I am being denied my right to work based on reports that have no solid grounds to them. The reports
drafted are far from the truth and completely untrue; this is supported by the lack of evidence.
Allegations and reports are made against me only based on the general social perspective that underage
drinking is common in Queensway; however, the revocation of my license should be based on evidence
and proof. I am not the only off-license shop in Queensway; there are at least six other shops around me
that sell alcohol. I understand the concern of the residents and the council. However, given that there is
no evidence of any illegal trading related to my shop, the revocation of the license is unjust and
disproportionate with the facts of the case.
Two reports were drafted earlier to the police claiming that I sold alcohol to minors. However, please
note that the underage girls who allegedly purchased alcohol were both unwilling to provide
statements; they have not confirmed where they purchased the alcohol from which negates the validity
of the reports.
More importantly, I was informed that the police have performed many test purchasing operations to
check the validity of the reports; nevertheless, the results have further validated my innocence. This
should provide that I am not involved in any of those allegations. In fact, I feel discriminated against and
treated unfairly as until this day there is no proof that can confirm any of the claims. I have not breached
any of my licensing objectives.
Furthermore, I have been very accommodating where I have done everything within my power to prove
that the reports are false. This includes me changing my CCTV cameras to upgraded ones to satisfy the
police’s request. I have also provided them with all CCTV footages which clearly show that I am not
involved in such an act. This further shows that I have nothing to hide; I have been cooperating and
acting as requested by the police.

1

From the CCTV I am in possession of, I have realized a consistent social behavior in the neighborhood
and specifically in front of my shop. Customers that I have refused to sell alcohol to would come back
and drink in front of my shop. I have CCTV to proof the following incidents:
-

Two young boys who I have refused to sell alcohol to fail to provide me with their ID’s when I
asked. Afterwards, they were standing in front of my shop; a third person joined the couple of
boys. They all had a conversation for a bit before the third customer went solely into my shop
requesting to buy alcohol. I have suspected that the two boys that I rejected selling alcohol to
have asked the third customer to buy alcohol for them. Consequently, I refused to sell the third
customer too as I suspected that the two boys will get hold of the drinks if I did sell the third
customer alcohol.

-

A couple of young girls walked into my shop; they seemed to be intoxicated. I have asked them
what are they were in my shop for, and they replied saying ‘we just want to talk to you.’ As soon
as the girls said that, I told them to leave my premises, but they continued to speak to me. One
of the girls pulled out a bottle of alcohol which was hidden in her jacket. Seeing that they are
very intoxicated, I asked them where they got their alcohol from. The girl replied saying that
they bought it from the souvenir shop on the street. The CCTV footage can show the events of
this scenario.

-

I have refused to sell two young girls alcohol. The girls passed by in front of my shop without
carrying any alcohol bottles. After a while, the two girls can be seen walking with alcohol that
they did not initially have. They chose to stand in front of my shop holding alcohol bottles that
were bought from an unknown supplier. This proves that there is a supplier around our
neighborhood illegally selling alcohol to underage individuals.

-

Four young people can be seen in front of my shop with their alcohol bottles. From the footage,
it can be seen that those individuals that buy alcohol elsewhere come back to stand in front of
my shop.

-

I have told the police about the footage I have and they did not seem to give this information
any importance. I continued to argue that these videos should be taken into account as they
would dissolve me from all the allegations/claims that are being made against me.

Regarding the Police reports available in the Public Pack Agenda:
In response to Adam Deweltz PC 2556AW report, our client did have a Magistrate's Court hearing but the
matter was in relation to a parking charge, unlike what the police reports mentioned. The reports have
stated that the client got arrested for committing 'robbery and GBH' (page 182 in the Public Pack Agenda).
The incident that took place was not classified as robbery. In fact, the incident was not followed up. Our
client was only retrieving what is legally his and did so in a legal matter without inflicting any bodily harm
or GBH as previously stated. This is in light of the fact that no injuries have been inflicted, especially those
that constitute severe breaking of the skin. These false allegations could mean that other information
stated in the reports is also untrue.
2

In regards to the report made by PC Reaz Guerra 1614CW page (104) it seems quite unreasonable that
young girls would incriminate themselves and not fear to inform the police, especially face to face, that
they have attended the shop to purchase alcohol/vape illegally. The conversation was also unrecorded
which is unusual as they are normally issued BWV cameras to capture both audio and video evidence when
they come in contact with the public. However, if that particular officer had not acquired a body worn
camera then why would the police officer not conduct further questioning or investigation as such a
matter is crucial to the safety of minors.
Overall, I believe there have been many false allegations made against me since I have started this
business. I am still ignorant to why random people would write reports to ruin my reputation. This is seen
through an email sent on the 9TH of March 2021 where I intended to raise a case for defamation against
who was a stranger spreading hearsay. The company
worked for established the
allegations and he was consequently fired.
I would like to include that the previous premises occupier was involved in illegal trading and selling of
alcohol. Due to this, the landlord decided to evict him and offer the shop to me instead. Consequently, this
may explain why neighbors are still suspicious of the shop and its trading even though nothing illegal is
taking place (there is absolutely no proof of any illegal acts).
Overall, these accusations have cost me a lot of money and time. They have also impacted the operation
of my business where the police’s continuous presence in my shop made me look unpleasant among my
neighbor; I have lost a lot of customers as my image in the neighborhood has been sabotaged.
Considering the effect these claims had on me and my business, I request that the decision is to be issued
based on evidence and not on mere suspicion. Please also take into consideration my health condition,
mental state, and the fact that this business did not have an opportunity to flourish as the shop was
opened in September 2019. Therefore, I request further investigations into this so that the decision to
revoke my license is fairly and justly issued.
Finally, I want to make it clear that I want to maintain my shop and continue to trade as long as I am
complying with the licensing objectives. I request the present licensing committee to take into account all
the mentioned above, and base their decision on logical analysis and sensible thoughts that take into
account the movement of the economy, trade in the area, as well as the facts that I have not committed
nor supported the allegations in question. I totally deny them all and insist to remain the holder of the
license and operate from the premises.
Except as otherwise stated, the facts included in this statement are true and accurate to the best of
my knowledge. When I allude to facts that are not within my own expertise, I shall provide the source
of my information along with my statement.
Name: Mustafa Alkifray
Date: 16th May 2022
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LICENCE TO OCCUPY
THIS LICENCE is dated 16th May 2022.
Parties (1)

AMK INNOVATION LIMITED (Co. Regn. 12201928) of 35B Queensway, Bayswater,
London, W2 4QJ ; Director Mr. Mustafa Mahmoud Ibrahim Alkfiray, “the Licensor”

(2)

HD LINKS LIMITED (Co. Regn. 14109041) of 203-205 The Vale, London, England, W3
7QS; Director Ms. Ericka Jeraldine Escalante Rojas, “the Licensee’’

Agreed terms
1.

Interpretation
The following definitions and rules of interpretation apply in this licence.

1.1

Definitions:
Property: all that land and buildings known as 35B Queensway, Bayswater, London,
W2 4QJ and shown edged Red on the Plan in the Title Deed number [NGL465601] or
such reduced or extended area as the Licensor may from time to time designate as
comprising the Property.
Common Parts: such roads, paths, entrance halls, corridors, lifts, staircases, landing
and other means of access in or upon the Property the use of which is necessary for
obtaining access to and egress from the Room as designated from time to time by
the Licensor.
Competent Authority: any statutory undertaker or any statutory public local or
other authority or regulatory body or any court of law or government department or
any of them or any of their duly authorised officers.
Designated Hours: 7 days per week or such other hours as the Licensor in its
absolute discretion may determine by a reasonable notice to the Licensee.
Licence Period: the period from 16th May 2022 up to and including 15th May 2023
unless terminated early.
Necessary Consents: all planning permissions and all other consents, licences,
permissions, certificates, authorisations and approvals whether of a public or private
nature which shall be required by any Competent Authority for the Permitted Use.
Permitted Use: Off-licence shop, non-specialised wholesale trade; retail in nonspecialised stores with food, beverages, or tobacco predominating, Class E as per
new class order
Plan: the plan attached to this licence marked "Plan A".
Room: the space at 35B Queensway, Bayswater, London, W2 4QJ; showed edged
green on the Plan.

Service Media: all media for the supply or removal of heat, electricity, gas, water,
sewage, air-conditioning, energy, internet, data and all other services and utilities
and all structures, machinery and equipment ancillary to those media, in each case
only as relevant and accessible from within the stated Room.
VAT: value added tax chargeable under the Value-Added Tax Act 1994 and any
similar replacement tax and any similar additional tax.
1.2

A person includes a natural person, corporate or unincorporated body (whether or
not having separate legal personality).

1.3

The Schedule forms part of this licence and shall have effect as if set out in full in the
body of this licence. Any reference to this licence includes the Schedule.

1.4

Unless the context otherwise requires, words in the singular shall include the plural
and in the plural, shall include the singular.

1.5

Unless the context otherwise requires, a reference to one gender shall include a
reference to the other genders.

1.6

A reference to laws in general is a reference to all local, national and directly
applicable supra-national laws as amended, extended or re-enacted from time to
time and shall include all subordinate laws made from time to time under them and
all orders, notices, codes of practice and guidance made under them.

1.7

Unless otherwise specified, a reference to a statute or statutory provision is a
reference to it as amended, extended or re-enacted from time to time and shall
include all subordinate legislation made from time to time under that statute or
statutory provision and all orders, notices, codes of practice and guidance made
under it.

1.8

Any obligation on a party not to do something includes an obligation not to allow
that thing to be done and an obligation to use best endeavours to prevent that thing
being done by another person.

1.9

Any words following the terms including, include, in particular, for example or any
similar expression shall be construed as illustrative and shall not limit the sense of
the words, description, definition, phrase or term preceding those terms.

1.10

A working day is any day which is not a Saturday, a Sunday, a bank holiday or a
public holiday in England, or Wales, as relevant to the location of the Unit.

2.

Licence to occupy

2.1

Subject to clause 3 and clause 5, the Licensor permits the Licensee to occupy part at
35B Queensway, Bayswater, London, W2 4QJ (space shown in Plan B ) for the
Permitted Use for the Licence Period 7 days a week in common with the Licensor
and all others authorised by the Licensor (so far as is not inconsistent with the rights
given to the Licensee to use the Space for the Permitted Use) together with the
rights mentioned in the Error! Reference source not found..

2.2

The Licensee acknowledges that:

3.

(a)

the Licensee shall occupy the Space as a licensee and that no relationship
of landlord and tenant is created between the Licensor and the Licensee by
this licence;

(b)

the Licensor retains control, possession and management of the Space and
the Licensee has no right to exclude the Licensor from the Space;

(c)

the licence to occupy granted by this agreement is personal to the Licensee
and is not assignable and the rights given in clause 2 may only be exercised
by the Licensee and its employees; and

(d)

without prejudice to its rights under clause 5, the Licensor shall be entitled
at any time on giving not less than 4 weeks' notice to require the Licensee
to transfer to alternative space elsewhere, with any additional costs to be
met by the Licensor, and the Licensee shall comply with such requirement.

License Fee
The Licensee will pay
per
month without any deduction in full prior to the License Period together with such
VAT as may be chargeable.

4.

Licensee's obligations

4.1

The Licensee agrees and undertakes:
(a)

to keep the premises clean, tidy and clear of rubbish;

(b)

not to use the premises other than for the Permitted Use;

(c)

not to make any alteration or addition whatsoever to the premises;

(d)

not to display any advertisement, signboards, nameplate, inscription, flag,
banner, placard, poster, signs or notices at the Unit or elsewhere in the
Property without the prior written consent of the Licensor;

(e)

not to do or permit to be done on the Room/ Space anything which is
illegal or which may be or become a nuisance (whether actionable or not),
annoyance, inconvenience or disturbance to the Licensor or to tenants or
occupiers of the Property or any owner or occupier of neighbouring
property;

(f)

not to cause or permit to be caused any damage to:
(i)

the Premises/ Space or any neighbouring property; or

(ii)

any property of the owners or occupiers of the Room/ Space,
Property or any neighbouring property;

(g)

not to obstruct the Common Parts, make them dirty or untidy or leave any
rubbish on them;

(h)

not to apply for any planning permission in respect of the Premises;

(i)

not to do anything that will or might constitute a breach of any Necessary
Consents affecting the Premises/Space or which will or might vitiate in
whole or in part any insurance effected by the Licensor in respect of the
Room/ Space and Property from time to time;

(j)

to comply with all laws and with any recommendations of the relevant
suppliers relating to the supply and removal of electricity, gas, water,
sewage, telecommunications and data and other services and utilities to or
from the Room, as relevant;

(k)

to observe any rules and regulations the Licensor makes and notifies to the
Licensee from time to time, including the specific Premises Rules set out in
Schedule 2, governing the Licensee's use of the Premises/ Space [and the
Common Parts];

(l)

to leave the Premises in a clean and tidy condition and to remove the
Licensee's personal items, furniture, equipment and goods from the Room
at the end of the Licence Period;

(m)

to indemnify the Licensor and keep the Licensor indemnified against all
losses, claims, demands, actions, proceedings, damages, costs, expenses or
other liability in any way arising from:

(n)

(i)

this licence;

(ii)

any breach of the Licensee's undertakings contained in clause 3;
and/or

(iii)

the exercise of any rights given in clause 2;

not to do anything on or in relation to the Room that would or might cause
the Licensor to be in breach of the tenant's covenants and the conditions
contained in the Lease.

5.

Termination

5.1

This licence shall end on 15th May 2023 unless terminated early by the giving of an
agreeable notice decided then by the Licensor and the Licensee.

5.2

Termination of this licence shall not affect the rights of either party in connection
with any breach of any obligation under this licence which existed at or before the
date of termination.

6.

Notices

6.1

Any notice or other communication given under this licence shall be in writing and
shall be sent by (i) email; or (ii) pre-paid first-class post; or (iii) other next working
day delivery service, to the relevant party at the address specified in the Recitals as
otherwise specified by the relevant party by notice in writing to each other party.

6.2

Any notice or other communication given in accordance with clause 6.1 will be
deemed to have been received:

(a)

if delivered by email, immediately; or

(b)

if sent by pre-paid first-class post or other next working day delivery
service, at 9.00 am on the second working day after posting.

6.3

This clause does not apply to the service of any proceedings or other documents in
any legal action or, where applicable, any arbitration or other method of dispute
resolution.

7.

No warranties for use or condition

7.1

The Licensor gives no warranty that the Room/ Space possesses the Necessary
Consents for the Permitted Use.

7.2

The Licensor gives no warranty that the Room is physically fit for the purposes
specified in clause 2.

7.3

The Licensee acknowledges that it does not rely on, and shall have no remedies in
respect of, any representation or warranty (whether made innocently or negligently)
that may have been made by or on behalf of the Licensor before the date of this
licence as to any of the matters mentioned in clause 7.1 or clause 7.2.

7.4

Nothing in this clause shall limit or exclude any liability for fraud.

8.

Limitation of Licensor's liability

8.1

Subject to clause 8.2, the Licensor is not liable for:

8.2

9.

(a)

the death of, or injury to the Licensee, its employees, customers or invitees
to the Space; or

(b)

damage to any property of the Licensee or that of the Licensee's
employees, customers or other invitees to the Room; or

(c)

any losses, claims, demands, actions, proceedings, damages, costs or
expenses or other liability incurred by Licensee or the Licensee's
employees, customers or other invitees to the Room in the exercise or
purported exercise of the rights granted by clause 2.

Nothing in clause 8.1 shall limit or exclude the Licensor's liability for:
(a)

death or personal injury or damage to property caused by negligence on
the part of the Licensor or its employees or agents; or

(b)

any matter in respect of which it would be unlawful for the Licensor to
exclude or restrict liability.

Third party rights
A person who is not a party to this licence shall not have any rights under the
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 to enforce any term of this licence.

10.

UTILITIES
The Licensor shall pay all costs in connection with the supply and removal of
electricity, gas, water, sewage, telecommunication, date and other services and
utilities to or from the Property.

11.

Governing law
This licence and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with it or its
subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) shall be
governed by and construed in accordance with the law of England and Wales.

12.

Jurisdiction
Each party irrevocably agrees that the courts of England and Wales shall have
exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection
with this licence or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual
disputes or claims).
This licence has been entered into on the date stated at the beginning of it.

LICENSOR
Signed by the Director of AMK
Innovation Limited– Mr. Mustafa
Alkfiray
“the Licensor”

......................................

Witness Signature
Witness Name
Witness’ Address
LICENSEE
Signed by the Director of HD Links
Limited – Ms. Ericka Rojas
“the Licensee”
Witness Signature
Witness Name
Witness’ Address

.......................................

Current Premises Licence

Appendix 4
Schedule 12
Part A

City of Westminster
64 Victoria Street, London,
SW1E 6QP

WARD: Lancaster
Gate
UPRN: 010033560272

Premises licence

Premises licence
number:

Original Reference:

Regulation 33, 34

22/03073/LIPVM

05/10334/LIPC

Part 1 – Premises details
Postal address of premises:
AMK Food & Wine
35B Queensway
London
W2 4QJ
Telephone Number: Not Supplied
Where the licence is time limited, the dates:
Not applicable

Licensable activities authorised by the licence:
Playing of Recorded Music
Private Entertainment consisting of dancing, music or other entertainment of a like kind for
consideration and with a view to profit
Sale by Retail of Alcohol

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities:
Playing of Recorded Music

Unrestricted

Private Entertainment consisting of dancing, music or other entertainment of a like
kind for consideration and with a view to profit
Unrestricted
Sale by Retail of Alcohol
Monday to Saturday:
Sunday:

08:00 to 23:00
10:00 to 22:30

For times authorised for Christmas, New Year and Good Friday see conditions at Annex 1

The opening hours of the premises:
Monday to Saturday:
Sunday:

08:00 to 23:00
10:00 to 22:30

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol, whether these are on and/or off
supplies:
Alcohol is supplied for consumption off the Premises.

Part 2
Name, (registered) address, telephone number and email (where relevant) of holder
of premises licence:
Amk Innovation Limited
199 Uxbridge Road
London
W12 9DH

Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where
applicable)
12201928

Name, address and telephone number of designated premises supervisor where the
premises licence authorises the supply of alcohol:
Name:

Mustafa Alkifray

Please note: It is the policy of the Licensing Authority not to display the address
details of a designated premises supervisor.

Personal licence number and issuing authority of personal licence held by
designated premises supervisor where the premises licence authorises for the
supply of alcohol:
Licence Number:
Licensing Authority:

Date:

2019-01726-LAPER
London Borough Of Hammersmith & Fulham

11 April 2022

This licence has been authorised by Jessica Donovan on behalf of the Director - Public
Protection and Licensing.

Annex 1 – Mandatory conditions
1.

No supply of alcohol may be made at a time when there is no designated premises supervisor
in respect of this licence.

2.

No supply of alcohol may be made at a time when the designated premises supervisor does
not hold a personal licence or the personal licence is suspended.

3.

Every supply of alcohol under this licence must be made or authorised by a person who holds
a personal licence.

4.

(1)

The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that an
age verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to the sale or
supply of alcohol.

(2)

The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must ensure
that the supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with the age
verification policy.

(3)

The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be under
18 years of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to produce on
request, before being served alcohol, identification bearing their photograph, date of
birth and either—
(a)
(b)

a holographic mark, or
an ultraviolet feature.

5(i)

A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on or off the
premises for a price which is less than the permitted price.

5(ii)

For the purposes of the condition set out in paragraph 5(i) above (a)

"duty" is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979;

(b)

"permitted price" is the price found by applying the formula P = D+(DxV)
Where (i)
(ii)
(iii)

(c)

"relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in force a
premises licence (i)
(ii)
(iii)

(d)

P is the permitted price,
D is the amount of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the duty
were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol, and
V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the
value added tax were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol;

the holder of the premises licence,
the designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of such a licence, or
the personal licence holder who makes or authorises a supply of alcohol under
such a licence;

"relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in force a
club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the premises in
a capacity which enables the member or officer to prevent the supply in question; and

(e)

5(iii).

5(iv).

"value added tax" means value added tax charged in accordance with the Value Added
Tax Act 1994.

Where the permitted price given by Paragraph 5(ii)(b) above would (apart from this paragraph)
not be a whole number of pennies, the price given by that sub-paragraph shall be taken to be
the price actually given by that sub-paragraph rounded up to the nearest penny.
(1)

(2)

Sub-paragraph 5(iv)(2) below applies where the permitted price given by Paragraph
5(ii)(b) above on a day ("the first day") would be different from the permitted price on
the next day ("the second day") as a result of a change to the rate of duty or value
added tax.
The permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to sales or supplies of
alcohol which take place before the expiry of the period of 14 days beginning on the
second day.

Conditions which reproduce the effect of any restriction imposed on the use of the premises
by specified enactments.
6.

Alcohol shall not be sold or supplied except during permitted hours.
In this condition, permitted hours means:
(a) On weekdays, other than Christmas Day, 08:00 to 23:00
(b) On Sundays, other than Christmas Day, 10:00 to 22:30
(c) On Christmas Day, 12:00 to 15:00 and 19:00 to 22:30
(d) On Good Friday, 08:00 to 22:30
NOTE - The above restrictions do not prohibit:
(a) during the first twenty minutes after the above hours, the taking of the alcohol from the
premises unless the alcohol is supplied or taken in an open vessel;
(b) ordering of alcohol to be consumed off the premises, or the despatch by the vendor of the
alcohol so ordered;
(c) sale of alcohol to a trader or club for the purposes of the trade or club;
(d) the sale or supply of alcohol to any canteen or mess, being a canteen in which the sale or
supply of alcohol is carried out under the authority of the Secretary of State or an authorised
mess of members of Her Majesty's naval, military or air forces.

7.

Alcohol shall not be sold in an open container or be consumed in the licensed premises.

Annex 2 – Conditions consistent with the operating Schedule
8.

The premises shall install and maintain a comprehensive CCTV system as per the minimum
requirements of the Westminster Police Licensing Team. All entry and exit points will be
covered enabling frontal identification of every person entering in any light condition. The
CCTV system shall continually record whilst the premises is open for licensable activities and
during all times when customers remain on the premises. All recordings shall be stored for a
minimum period of 31 days with date and time stamping. Viewing of recordings shall be made
available immediately upon the request of Police or authorised officer throughout the entire 31
day period.

9.

A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the operation of the CCTV system
shall be on the premises at all times when the premises is open. This staff member must be
able to provide a Police or authorised council officer copies of recent CCTV images or data
with the absolute minimum of delay when requested.

10.

A Challenge 25 proof of age scheme shall be operated at the premises where the only
acceptable forms of identification are recognised photographic identification cards, such as a
driving licence, passport or proof of age card with the PASS Hologram.

11.

A record shall be kept detailing all refused sales of alcohol. The record should include the date
and time of the refused sale and the name of the member of staff who refused the sale. The
record shall be available for inspection at the premises by the police or an authorised officer of
the City Council at all times whilst the premises is open.

12.

An incident log shall be kept at the premises, and made available on request to an authorised
officer of the City Council or the Police. It must be completed within 24 hours of the incident
and will record the following:
(a) all crimes reported to the venue
(b) all ejections of patrons
(c) any complaints received concerning crime and disorder
(d) any incidents of disorder (e) all seizures of drugs or offensive weapons
(f) any faults in the CCTV system, searching equipment or scanning equipment
(g) any refusal of the sale of alcohol
(h) any visit by a relevant authority or emergency service.

Annex 3 – Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority
None

Annex 4 – Plans

Schedule 12
Part B
City of Westminster
64 Victoria Street, London,
SW1E 6QP

WARD: Lancaster
Gate
UPRN: 010033560272

Premises licence
summary

Premises licence
number:

Regulation 33, 34

22/03073/LIPVM

Part 1 – Premises details
Postal address of premises:
AMK Food & Wine
35B Queensway
London
W2 4QJ
Telephone Number: Not Supplied
Where the licence is time limited, the dates:
Not applicable

Licensable activities authorised by the licence:
Playing of Recorded Music
Private Entertainment consisting of dancing, music or other entertainment of a like kind for
consideration and with a view to profit
Sale by Retail of Alcohol

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities:
Playing of Recorded Music

Unrestricted

Private Entertainment consisting of dancing, music or other entertainment of a like
kind for consideration and with a view to profit Unrestricted
Sale by Retail of Alcohol
Monday to Saturday:
Sunday:

08:00 to 23:00
10:00 to 22:30

For times authorised for Christmas, New Year and Good Friday see conditions at Annex 1

The opening hours of the premises:
Monday to Saturday:
Sunday:

08:00 to 23:00
10:00 to 22:30

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol, whether these are on and/or off
supplies:
Alcohol is supplied for consumption off the Premises.

Name and (registered) address of holder of premises licence:
Amk Innovation Limited
199 Uxbridge Road
London
W12 9DH

Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where
applicable)
12201928

Name of designated premises supervisor where the premises licence authorises for
the supply of alcohol:
Name:

Mustafa Alkifray

State whether access to the premises by children is restricted or prohibited:
Restricted

Date:

11 April 2022

This licence has been authorised by Jessica Donovan on behalf of the Director - Public
Protection and Licensing.

Environmental Health Representation

Appendix 5

Consultee Comments for Licensing Application
22/02885/LIREVP
Application Summary
Application Number: 22/02885/LIREVP
Address: 35B Queensway London W2 4QJ
Proposal: Review of a Premises Licence
Case Officer: Miss Jessica Donovan
Consultee Details
Name: Dave Nevitt
Address: City Hall, 64 Victoria Street, London SW1E 6QP
Email: Not Available
On Behalf Of: Environmental Health Administration
Comments
I wish to make Representations in respect of this application by the Metropolitan Police for a
Review of Licence 20/09113/LIPCHT. The Police seek revocation of the Licence. Environmental
Health as a Responsible Authority under the Licensing Act 2003 will submit a full list of complaints,
details of visits and outcomes in relation to the premises, and a number of proposed conditions which
seek to promote the Licensing Objectives (Protection of Children from Harm, Prevention of Public
Nuisance, and Public Safety) for consideration prior to the sub-committee Hearing. An Environmental
Health Officer will be available to attend and participate at the Hearing

Environmental Health’s supporting documents

Appendix 5.1

APPLICATION FOR REVIEW OF PREMISES LICENCE 20/09113/LIPCHT
REVIEW APPLICATION REF: 22/02885/LIREVP
AMK Food & Wine, 35B Queensway

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH COMMENTS:
1. It is noted that the Police seek Revocation of the Licence.
2. It is also noted that the ‘Issued’ Licence for the premises is 22/03073/LIPVM.
3. The ‘Issued’ Licence 22/03073/LIPVM includes the following Conditions:
Conditions which reproduce the effect of any restriction imposed on the use of the premises by
specified enactments.
6.

Alcohol shall not be sold or supplied except during permitted hours.
In this condition, permitted hours means:
(a) On weekdays, other than Christmas Day, 08:00 to 23:00
(b) On Sundays, other than Christmas Day, 10:00 to 22:30
(c) On Christmas Day, 12:00 to 15:00 and 19:00 to 22:30
(d) On Good Friday, 08:00 to 22:30
NOTE - The above restrictions do not prohibit:
(a) during the first twenty minutes after the above hours, the taking of the alcohol from the
premises unless the alcohol is supplied or taken in an open vessel;
(b) ordering of alcohol to be consumed off the premises, or the despatch by the vendor of the
alcohol so ordered;
(c) sale of alcohol to a trader or club for the purposes of the trade or club;
(d) the sale or supply of alcohol to any canteen or mess, being a canteen in which the sale or
supply of alcohol is carried out under the authority of the Secretary of State or an authorised
mess of members of Her Majesty's naval, military or air forces.

7.

Alcohol shall not be sold in an open container or be consumed in the licensed premises.

Annex 2 – Conditions consistent with the operating Schedule
8.

The premises shall install and maintain a comprehensive CCTV system as per the minimum
requirements of the Westminster Police Licensing Team. All entry and exit points will be
covered enabling frontal identification of every person entering in any light condition. The
CCTV system shall continually record whilst the premises is open for licensable activities and
during all times when customers remain on the premises. All recordings shall be stored for a
minimum period of 31 days with date and time stamping. Viewing of recordings shall be made
available immediately upon the request of Police or authorised officer throughout the entire 31
day period.

9.

A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the operation of the CCTV system
shall be on the premises at all times when the premises is open. This staff member must be

able to provide a Police or authorised council officer copies of recent CCTV images or data
with the absolute minimum of delay when requested.
10.

A Challenge 25 proof of age scheme shall be operated at the premises where the only
acceptable forms of identification are recognised photographic identification cards, such as a
driving licence, passport or proof of age card with the PASS Hologram.

11.

A record shall be kept detailing all refused sales of alcohol. The record should include the date
and time of the refused sale and the name of the member of staff who refused the sale. The
record shall be available for inspection at the premises by the police or an authorised officer of
the City Council at all times whilst the premises is open.

12.

An incident log shall be kept at the premises, and made available on request to an authorised
officer of the City Council or the Police. It must be completed within 24 hours of the incident
and will record the following:
(a) all crimes reported to the venue
(b) all ejections of patrons
(c) any complaints received concerning crime and disorder
(d) any incidents of disorder (e) all seizures of drugs or offensive weapons
(f) any faults in the CCTV system, searching equipment or scanning equipment
(g) any refusal of the sale of alcohol
(h) any visit by a relevant authority or emergency service.

If the Committee is minded to Revoke the Licence 20/09113/LIPCHT Environmental Health have
no further comments or observations to make. If, however, the Committee is NOT minded to
Revoke the Licence EH request that all of the above Conditions are applied to the Licence. In
addition to the above, EH propose the following further Conditions in support of the Licensing
Objectives:
MC12 No noise generated on the premises, or by its associated plant or equipment, shall emanate
from the premises nor vibration be transmitted through the structure of the premises which gives rise
to a nuisance.
MC13 Loudspeakers shall not be located in the entrance lobby or outside the premises building.
MC28 Outside of the hours authorised for the sale of alcohol and whilst the premises are open to the
public, the licence holder shall ensure that all alcohol within the premises (including alcohol behind
the counter) is secured in a locked store room or behind locked grilles, locked screens or locked
cabinet doors so as to prevent access to the alcohol by both customers and staff.
MC29 No super-strength beer, lagers, ciders or spirit mixtures of 5.5% ABV (alcohol by volume) or
above shall be sold at the premises, except for premium beers and ciders supplied in glass bottles.
MC30 No single cans or bottles of beer or cider or spirit mixtures shall be sold at the premises.
MC31 No more than (15)% of the sales area shall be used at any one time for the sale, exposure for
sale, or display of alcohol.
MC32 There shall be no self service of spirits on the premises, save for spirit mixtures less than 5.5%
ABV.

MC33 Prominent signage indicating the permitted hours for the sale of alcohol shall be displayed so
as to be visible before entering the premises, where alcohol is on public display, and at the point of
sale.
MC80 Flashing or particularly bright lights on or outside the premises shall not cause a nuisance to
nearby properties, save insofar as they are necessary for the prevention of crime.

DAVID NEVITT
28.4.2022

Licensing Authority Representation

Appendix 6

I write in relation to the application for a review of the premises licence for AMK Food & Wine - 35B
Queensway, London, W2 4QJ.
As a responsible authority under section 13 (4) of the Licensing Act 2003 as amended under the
Police and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the Licensing Authority have considered the application
that the Metropolitan Police have submitted a review and have concerns in relation to the operation of
the premises and how the premises promote the four Licensing Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Public Nuisance
Prevention of Crime & Disorder
Public Safety
Protection of children from harm

The Licensing Authority raise particular concern to the licence holder not abiding to the protection of
children from harm when taking into account the evidence the Police have submitted along with their
grounds for review of the premises licence, specifically the continuous selling of alcohol to children.
Paragraph 11.29 of the Revised guidance issued under section 182 of Licensing Act 2003 (the 182
Guidance) in relation to premises licence following persistent sales of alcohol to children states; “The
Government recognises that the majority of licensed premises operate responsibly and undertake due
diligence checks on those who appear to be under the age of 18 at the point of sale (or 21 and 25
where they operate a Challenge 21 or 25 scheme). Where these systems are in place, licensing
authorities may wish to take a proportionate approach in cases where there have been two sales of
alcohol within very quick succession of one another (e.g., where a new cashier has not followed policy
and conformed with a store’s age verification procedures).
The Licensing Authority make specific reference to the following paragraph;
However, where persistent sales of alcohol to children have occurred at premises, and it is
apparent that those managing the premises do not operate a responsible policy or have not
exercised appropriate due diligence, responsible authorities should consider taking steps to
ensure that a review of the licence is the norm in these circumstances.
This is particularly the case where there has been a prosecution for the offence under section 147A or
a closure notice has been given under section 169A of the 2003 Act. In determining the review, the
licensing authority should consider revoking the licence if it considers this appropriate.”
The Licensing Authority believes that Mr Alkifray has little respect in abiding by the four licensing
objectives as a premises licence holder and agree with the Metropolitan Police’s request to revoke the
premises licence as he has continued to put children at risk.
It is for this reason and the other reasons highlighted above that the Licensing Authority submit a
formal representation.
Should the Licensing Authority wish to provide further submission they will do so before the hearing.
Many Thanks
Karyn Abbott
Senior Licensing Officer
Licensing Team
Public Protection & Licensing Department
Westminster City Council
15th Floor
64 Victoria Street

London SW1E 6QP
Mobile 07866 019698
Call Centre (for general queries) 020 7641 6500

Interested Parties representations

Appendix 7
-

Received: 4 Apr 2022
SUPPORT
fully supports the Review of the
Premises Licence at 35B Queensway W2 4QJ, on the basis of supporting the Council's
licensing objectives for the prevention of crime and crime and the protection children from
harm.
We have fully read the witness statements as part of the Review and certainly seems to us the
Premises Licence on the premises should be revoked.
Queensway has it's problems with underage drinking, excessive drinking by beggars and
homeless persons causing anti- social behaviour and everything needs to be done to try and
prevent sales to minors and persons under the influence of alcohol.

Received: 13 Apr 2022
SUPPORT
I welcome this review of the premises licence at 35B
Queensway. There are longstanding concerns and complaints from residents about the way
this shop conducts its business.
The police evidence, witness statements and comments (especially those from local parents
of schoolchildren) present a disturbing picture of substantial illegal sales of alcohol to children,
including vodka disguised in soft-drink bottles, and of the harm this causes.
For some time older youths, who live some distance away, have been reported to be coming
to Queensway and preying on younger children (stealing their phones etc) who gather there
after school. I think it is clear that the notoriety of these premises among the younger age
group is connected to this phenomenon.
I trust the committee will conclude that the premises licence should be revoked, on grounds of
failure to promote the licensing objectives of prevention of harm to children. and of crime and
disorder.

Received: 12 Apr 2022
SUPPORT
This is to confirm that due to the seriousness and the ongoing concerns of this premises, I
would agree with comments already made - that the licence should be revoked.
Queensway continues to have issues of young people being put under pressure with drugs
and alcohol and we need retailers to take their responsibilities of licencing seriously. I
therefore believed that the present premises will endanger our licensing objectives.

Received: 12 Apr 2022
SUPPORT
I believe I have also made representations as
believe that the license should be revoked for reasons outlines below.

. I strongly

and walk past the premises daily and see under age teenagers
congregate outside the premises almost daily after school and at the weekends and then
proceed to Hyde Park to drink dangerous levels of alcohol. Some children are as young as 11
and ambulances are called daily due to dangerous underage drinking that is a direct
consequence of these premises illegal selling of alcohol to kids. The sale of alcohol to
teenagers by these premises is seriously endangering children and teenagers lives and they
must have their license removed or it could prove catastrophic for the children in the area and
further away. I know from speaking to my children that kids come from all over London to buy
alcohol from

Received: 12 Apr 2022
SUPPORT
We have viewed the information regarding the review
.
We are shocked and appalled that this premises may be undertaking underage sales of
alcohol.
We are incredibly concerned for the wellbeing of these children.
We are also very concerned that this sort of thing is happening right under our noses at such
proximity to our premises.
It goes without saying that the medical consequences of underage drinking are dire.
We are in favour of the license to be reviewed.
Thank you for your efforts to protect children from harm.

Received: 12 Apr 2022
SUPPORT

I
have held the position of
for over 3 years and have worked within
the
for over 2 years. In my role as a
, I am
responsible for managing and leading on medium to long-term problem-solving activity on
local crime, anti-social behaviour and public realm issues.
I make this statement from my own personal knowledge and the contents are true. If the
contents are not within my own personal knowledge, they are true to the best of my knowledge
information and belief.
During my time in the role of
, I have been
witness to and made aware of various types of anti-social behaviour, particularly within the
Queensway vicinity. The main types of anti-social behaviour taking place includes: accosting
members of the public demanding money, often aided by the use of cardboard signs and
cups; littering, urinating and defecating in public places; loitering in public places under the
influence of drugs and/or alcohol; obstruction of the highway and the entrances of premises
with personal belongings; and behaving in an aggressive and hostile manner when asked to
leave private premises by their owners. The area team has recently also seen an increase in
violent offences and robberies against young persons on Queensway, as well as alcoholrelated antisocial behaviour caused by groups of young persons congregating on Queensway.
Over the past year, I have received a number of reports and intelligence relating to breach of
licence by AMK Food and Wine, 35B Queensway. In April 2021, intelligence was received

from a member of the public that the shop was allowing the sales of alcohol to underage
persons and decanting the alcohol into Lucozade bottles. Upon liaising with Police colleagues,
it was revealed that the DPS had been arrested in March 2021 for robbery on Queensway. In
November 2021, a further two complaints were received from concerned parents regarding the
sales of alcohol to their underage children. In February 2022, a further report was received
regarding the sale of alcohol to two underage females (ages 13 and 14) that had taken place
in January. I would support the review of the premises licence as the sales of alcohol to
underage persons is contributing to the antisocial behaviour on Queensway.
I am willing for this statement to be shared with the MET Police, Westminster City Council and
the Magistrates Court in order to support formal enforcement action.

Appendix 8
Licence & Appeal History
Application
05/10334/LIPC

Details of Application
Conversion Licence

Date Determined
03.10.2005

Decision
Granted under
Delegated Authority

03.10.2005

Granted under
Delegated Authority
Granted under
Delegated Authority

Playing of Recorded Music:
Unrestricted
Private Entertainment
consisting of dancing,
music or other
entertainment of a like kind
for consideration and with
a view to profit: Unrestricted

06/09887/WCCMAP
11/06688/LIPT

11/06692/LIPDPS

19/14327/LIPT

20/01050/LIPDPS

20/09113/LIPCHT
22/02401/LIPVM
22/03073/LIPVM

Sale by Retail of Alcohol:
Monday to Saturday: 08:00 to
23:00
Sunday: 10:00 to 22:30
Master Licence
Transfer Application - Mr
Javed Jiwani to Mr Ashok
Kumar
Application to Vary the
Designated Premises
Supervisor
Transfer Application - Mr
Ashok Kumar to Amk
Innovation Limited
Application to Vary the
Designated Premises
Supervisor
Change of Details

24.07.2011

Minor Variation – To add 4
model conditions
Minor Variation – To add 4
model conditions

29.03.2022

25.07.2011

Granted under
Delegated Authority

20.12.2019

Granted under
Delegated Authority

12.02.2020

Granted under
Delegated Authority

07.10.2020

Granted under
Delegated Authority
Application rejected

11.04.2022

There is no Temporary Event Notice or appeal history for this premises.

Granted under
Delegated Authority

Residential Map and List of Premises in the Vicinity

Resident count: 477

Appendix 9

Licensed premises within 75 metres of 35B Queensway London W2 4QJ
Licence Number

06/10311/WCCMAP

Trading Name

Taza Take Away

Address
35A
Queensway
London W2
4QJ

Premises Type

Shop

22/03073/LIPVM

AMK Food &
Wine

17/06728/LIPN

Queensway
Food Wine

35B
Queensway
London W2
4QJ
31-31A
Queensway
London W2
4QJ

15/03800/LIPT

Queensway
Food & Wine

37 Queensway
London W2
4QJ

Food store

Kalinka

35 Queensway
London W2
4QJ

Shop

Curry Place

36 Queensway
London W2
3RX

Restaurant

21/07962/LIPDPS

Rosa's

36 Queensway
London W2
3RX

Not Recorded

19/15603/LIPT

Food Basics
Limited

18/07658/LIPN

Urban Baristas

18/08878/LIPT

Del Casa

20/04031/LIPD

10/04568/LIPN

28 Queensway
London W2
3RX
Ground Floor
11 Queensway
London W2
4QJ
27 Queensway
London W2
4QJ

Shop

Shop

Restaurant

Not Recorded

Restaurant

Time Period
Monday to
Sunday; 10:00 00:00
Monday; 08:00
- 23:00 |
Tuesday; 08:00
- 23:00 |
Wednesday;
08:00 - 23:00 |
Thursday;
08:00 - 23:00 |
Friday; 08:00 23:00 | Sunday;
10:00 - 22:30
Sunday; 08:00 00:00 | Monday
to Saturday;
07:00 - 00:00
Sunday; 10:00 22:30 | Monday
to Saturday;
08:00 - 23:00
Sunday; 12:00 18:30 | Monday
to Saturday;
11:00 - 20:00
Sunday; 12:00 22:30 | Monday
to Thursday;
11:00 - 23:30 |
Friday to
Saturday; 11:00
- 00:00
Sunday; 12:00 22:30 | Monday
to Thursday;
10:00 - 23:30 |
Friday to
Saturday; 10:00
- 00:00
Sunday; 10:00 22:30 | Monday
to Saturday;
10:00 - 23:00
Sunday; 07:00 23:00 | Monday
to Saturday;
07:00 - 23:30
Sunday; 12:00 00:00 | Monday
to Saturday;

Queens Ice Bowl

Queens Ice
Club 17
Queensway
London W2
4QP

Ice rink

21/07343/LIPN

Ceru

11 Queensway
London W2
4QJ

Restaurant

13/08953/LIPT

Royal China
Chinese
Restaurant

13 Queensway
London W2
4QJ

Restaurant

21/04671/LIPDPS

21/13617/LIPVM

Pizza Pilgrims

20/00632/LIPN

Not Recorded

21/04894/LIPDPS

Not Recorded

15/11442/LIPN

The London
Shop

06/10112/WCCMAP

Mandarin
Kitchen

19/14229/LIPT

Manoush
Restaurant

38 Queensway
London W2
3RS
40 Queensway
London W2
3RS
18 - 20
Queensway
London W2
3RX
10 Queensway
London W2
3RX
14-16
Queensway
London W2
3RX
48 Queensway
London W2
3RY

Restaurant

Cafe

Cafe

Shop (large)

Restaurant

Restaurant

10:00 - 00:30
Monday; 09:00
- 23:30 |
Tuesday; 09:00
- 23:30 |
Wednesday;
09:00 - 23:30 |
Thursday;
09:00 - 23:30 |
Friday; 09:00 00:00 |
Saturday; 09:00
- 00:00 |
Sunday; 09:00 23:00
Sunday; 09:00 22:00 | Monday
to Thursday;
09:00 - 23:30 |
Friday to
Saturday; 09:00
- 00:00
Sunday; 12:00 00:00 | Monday
to Saturday;
10:00 - 00:30
Monday; 10:00
- 23:30 |
Tuesday; 10:00
- 23:30 |
Wednesday;
10:00 - 23:30 |
Thursday;
10:00 - 23:30 |
Friday; 10:00 00:00 |
Saturday; 10:00
- 00:00 |
Sunday; 12:00 22:30
Monday to
Sunday; 09:00 21:00
Sunday; 07:00 23:00 | Monday
to Saturday;
07:00 - 23:30
Sunday; 10:00 22:00 | Monday
to Saturday;
08:00 - 23:00
Sunday; 12:00 00:00 | Monday
to Saturday;
10:00 - 00:30
Sunday; 12:00 22:30 | Monday
to Thursday;

16/02012/LIPDPS

Taste Of India

16/05337/LIPT

Kam Tong
Chinese
Restaurant

21/05954/LIPCH

Bella Italia

17/02109/LIPDPS

Maharaja

51 Queensway
London W2
4QH

59-63
Queensway
London W2
4QH
55-57
Queensway
London W2
4QH
50 Queensway
London W2
3RY

Restaurant

Restaurant

Restaurant

Restaurant

10:00 - 23:30 |
Friday to
Saturday; 10:00
- 00:00 |
Sundays before
Bank Holidays;
12:00 - 00:00
Sunday; 12:00 22:30 | Monday
to Saturday;
12:00 - 23:30
Sunday; 12:00 22:30 | Monday
to Thursday;
10:00 - 23:30 |
Friday to
Saturday; 10:00
- 00:00 |
Sundays before
Bank Holidays;
12:00 - 00:00
Sunday; 12:00 00:00 | Monday
to Saturday;
10:00 - 00:30
Monday to
Sunday; 12:00 00:30

